Petition: "Abolish Theology
core and more student power"
Petitions are circulating calling
for the abolition of Theology requirements in the four undergraduate colleges and 50% student
membership on the Educational
Policy Committees and the Academic Senate.
The petitions were composedby
a group calling itself the Ad Hoc
Committee for Curriculum Reform. The petition, which is addessed to Very Rev. W. Seavey
Joyce, S.J., President of Boston
College, and the Board of Trustees, contains three demands:)
That all Theology requirements
in the four undergraduate colleges
be abolished; 2) That there be
50% student membership on the
Educational Policy Committees of
the four undergraduate colleges;
and, 3) That there be 50% student membership on the University Academic Senate.
At the present time, students
are required to take four semesters of Theology courses in order
to complete their studies.
The Educational Policy Committees are currently entering their
fifth year of deciding questions
of academic policy in the four
undergraduate colleges. Each
EPC varies in composition. CBA
and Nursing EPC's have no student membership. The A&S EPC
has two students and twelve faclty members, and the Education
EPS has two students and nine

faculty members.

The University Academic Senate, formed last year by a committee headed by Rev. Charles

F. Donovan, S.J., Academic VicePresident, is presently composed
of 14 administrators, 28 faculty
members, and two students. At
the present time, the UAS is
strictly an advisory body. Both
last year's student government
Constitutional Convention and this
year's Undergraduate Student
Congress have passed resolutions
calling the paucity of student representation "tokenism." The students presently serving on the
UAS include George OT'oole (A&S
?69) and Larry Schonbrun (LAW
?69). The first meeting of the
Senate was held yesterday after
The Heights went to press.
Jim Cronin (A,S '69), one of
the members of the Ad Hoc Committee, said that he thought "the
idea of required Theology courses
is inconsistent with the idea of a
free university of Catholic scholars." Cronin added that the last
two edmands were "to insure that
the next time an issue concerning
curriculum arises, students will
have meaningful representation
and adequate power and participation in making curriculum decisions."
Michael Ryan (A&S 70), President of the Undergraduate StudentCongress, commented, "I am
uncertain as to the desirability
of ending all theology requirements." Regarding the Senate
and EPCs, Ryan said, "I would
prefer a set-up in which administration, faculty, and students
all had contributing voices with
no one group able to control the
functioning of the body."

Fr. Donovan denies charges
of student Schonbrun
Rev. Charles Donovan S. J.,
Vice-President for Academic Affairs emphatically denied the ex-

istence of racism and incompetance in the Law School. In reply
to charges by Lawrence Schronbrun, president of the Student Bar
Association, Fr. Donovan stated,
"I think that the Law School has
the highest rating among its peers
than any other branch fo the
University. When professors at
Harvard, Vale and Chicago think
of Boston College, they are most
apt to refer to the Law School.
Fr. Donovan explained that outside evaluations are periodically
made of the various schools of the
University, including the Law
School. The most recent evaluations were undertaken last year
by teams headed by Dean Jefferson Foredam of the University of
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Pennsylvania LawSchool and Pro-

vost Allen Smith, former dean of
the University of Michigan Law

School.
'These evaluations," Fr. Donovan stated, "were very positive
both to faculty competance and
aspirations. Neither of them found
any faults or had any criticisms.
Frankly, the last place I would
expect anything wrong would be
in the Law School.
In response to charges of racism, Fr. Donovan cited the enrollment figures for 1968-69. "In addition to five upperclassmen," Fr.
Donovan continued, "five black
students were admitted as freshmen with full tuition scholarships.
There has been a black recruitment programformed and I know
Fr. Drinan is concerned about
the problem of finding black students, the lack of black students
has bothered all law schools. And
since less than one percent of
all lawyers are black, the competition to get black professors
is quite stiff."

Inside this issue

Pres. Joyce creates board
to replace Regents ? Board
By John Golenski

Editor-in-chief
The abolition of the Board of Regents and the creation of a new Board of Directors
was announced by Very Rev. W. Seavey, Joyce, S.J., president, at the annual faculty convocation Friday, Sept. 20.
Fr. Joyce stated that the Trustees would be handing over most
of their present powers to a
twenty-fivemember Board of Directors as of Oct. 8. Thepresent
Board of Trustees is made up of
members of the Jesuit community. The new Board of Directors
would be composed of ten Jesuits
and fifteen laymen.
The composition of the new
board, as explained toy Fr. Joyce,
places the members of the Board
of Regents onto the Board of Directors. The Trustees will also be
members of the Directors.
This arrangement will only be
temporary, however, according to
Fr. Joyce. The members of tooth
the Board of Trustees and the
Board of Directors will begin their
terms with tenures of one, two,
three and four years and eventually all the members will toe
replaced. Previously, members of
the Trustees held their positions
for life.
Fr. Joyce also announced his
three appointments to the new
Academic Senate. He said these
appointments reflected his desire
to see certain areas of the University become more of concern to
the entire community. Rev. Thomas Fleming, S. J., Treasurer, Rev.

...
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George Drury, S. J., Vice-President for Community Relations,
and Dr. James P. Mclntyre, Vice-

President for Student Affairs were
appointed.
Fr. Joyce stressed his desire to
work with the representatives of
the student body, through the new
undergraduate government. Complimenting the "responsibility" of
most Of the students, he insisted

that if Boston College experiences
student unrest, "we have only
ourselves to blame."
Among his other concerns, Fr.
Joyce voiced a desire to see a
reexamination of the financial policies of the university and also
an analysis and perhaps a reorganization of the relationship of
the various schools of the university.

Student committee formed
to advise English chairman
By John

Golenski

Editor-in-chief

Eig-ht undergraduates have been appointed to a newly
formed committee which will represent student opinions
and grievances to the chairman and faculty of the English
Department.
Dr. Richard Hughes, chairman,
called a meeting of all junior and
senior English majors on Tues.
Sept. 25 at which he asked the
majors to determine some way of
choosing a committee to meet
with him monthly concerning the
affairs of the department. He said
he was prompted to take this action by the increasing size of
classes and subsequent increasing
anonymity of the students.
The majors decided against
elections because of the inconvenience involved in such a procedure
and chose to have Dr. Hughes
randomly select a numberfrom a
list fo those who would be willing
to serve. Approximately half of
the majors at the meeting signed
up to serve.
The breakdown of representatives was also determined at the
meeting, The committee consists
of two juniors in the School of
Education, two juniors in A&S,
two seniors in Ed and two seniors
in A&S. The persons finally selected are Stephen Ackerman, Richard Bruno, Geraldine Garvin,

Marc Levesque, Donald Raymond
Francis Scannell, Kathy Skinner,
and Susan Tournas. These students are requested to meet with
Dr. Hughes on Wed., Oct. 2, at 5
p.m.
The duties fo these students will
(Continued on Page 14)

CPF, SDS merge
to form new group
A new political organization, the
Student Coordinating Committee,
composed of the remnants of the
Students for a Democratic Society
and the Catholic Peace Fellowship, held its first meeting last
Tuesday and discussed its aim
and programs for the coming
school year.
The group is being guided by a
temporary steering committee
composed of the following students: William O'Halloran, A&S,
71, Tom Gallager, A&S, '69, Jim
Cronin, A&S, '69, Mike Barton,
A&S, '69, Mike Monahan, A&S,
(Continued on Page 14)
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who wish to submit manuscripts,
should meet with Spectrum ediotrs on Thursday, Oct. 3, at 4:30
P.M., in McElroy 113 (Brett Conference Room).

Dramatics
The BC Dramatics Society will
hold tryouts for roles in "Roar of
the Greasepaint, and the Smell of
the Crowds," on Wednesday, Oct.
2, from 2 to 4 P.M., and from 7
to 9 P.M., in Fulton 110A.
Prospective Thespians must
prepare a song and a reading for
the audition.

Folk Mass
A folk Mass, entitled "The Leo
Haley Memorial Mass for
Peace," will be held in the administration building of Emmanuel College, under the auspices of
the Catholic Interracial Council
of Boston, on Friday, Oct. 4, at
8 P.M. The Reverend Michael E.
Haynes of the Twelfth Baptist
Church of Roxbury will deliver
the homily.

Briefs

Tutors
The

Student Senate Tutorial
volunteers. Juniors and Seniors who are willing
to tutor for one hour per week
are asked to fill out an application
in the Guidance Office (Gasson

Program needs

The first victory dance of the
season will be held after the Buffalo game on Oct. 4, in the Grand
Ballroom of the Statler Hilton.
The Gold Key Society, which is
sponsoring the affair, will sell
tickets $(5 per couple) in the
Eagle's Nest this week.

Omega Alpha Psi
The Omega Alpha Psi business
will sponsor their
annual "Graduate Business

fraternity of BC

Night," for all students interested
in graduate work in business administration. R c pr c s c ntatives
from 20 graduate schools throughout the country will be in Campion Hall on Thursday, Oct. 3, at
7:30 P.M., to explain their M.B.A.
programs.

Spectrum
Spectrum, the "university jour-

nal of ideas," will hold an open

meeting to recruit staff members
for the coming year. The magazine needs typists, layout workers, ad solicitors, etc.
Those interested, including those

Ski Club
The BC Ski Club will hold its
first meeting of the year on Monday, Oct. 7 in Murray Conference
Room, McElroy. All interested
are invited.

Rumanian Lecture
Dr. Constantine Giurescu, noted
scholar and historian from Rumania, will deliver a lecture in
Philomatheia Hall on Oct. 3 at
2:30 P.M. The subject of the talk
will be "The Role of Transylvania
in the History of Rumania."
Dr. Giurescu has been Professor
of History at the University of
Bucharest since 1923.
This is the first stop on his
month-long tour of universities
and colleges in the United States
and Great Britain. This represents the first such tour by a Rumanian professor since World
War 11.

uate students, teaching assistants,
secretaries, faculty members, and
others on campus. Please contact
Miss Gleklen, Foreign Student Adviser's Office, 453 Higgins, or Professor Biggar, English Department, 437 Carney, Ex. 657, if you
are interested.

114).

P.

Victory Dance

2-2:50 P.M., MTWF, the language
labs are 3-3:30, MTWT. The tutoring is arranged to fit the student's
schedule.
This course is open to undergraduates, (who will receive
credit for Freshman English when
they pass it successfully) grad-

Middle Earth
Tues., Oct. I?Open.
Wed., Oct. 2?Guitar Clinic: for
all who wish to learn more about
the art.
Thurs., Oct. 3?Underground
Films
1) Trip to the Moon
2) Love
3) Flower Thief
Fri., Oct. 4?Bill Cauley, piano;
Bill Drohan, poetry; Bob Dolan,
poetry.
Sat., Oct. s?Debbie and Dorrie,
folk; Ed Dembitz, folk.
Sun., Oct. 6?Open hoot andau-

ditions.

Monday, Oct. 7?Open.

Tues., Oct. B?Lecture, "Welfare Crisis and Guaranteed Income," Dr. Michael J. Piore,
Asst. Prof, of Economics, MIT;
sponsored by the Economics
Academy.

English
A semi-intensive course in English for foreign students, English
13-14, will again be offered both
semesters this year. Ten hours a
week is required?four hours of
class, four of language lab, and
two of private tutoring by BC
undergraduates. The class meets
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Boston College Undergraduate

Government Social Commission
Announces

SENIOR
HOMECOMING

WEEKEND
1968
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 11 3-7 P.M.

Happy Hour at the Mad Russian
Admission $1.00 per person

FRIDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 11 7:30 P.M.

HOMECOMING CONCERT
FEATURING

Dionne Warwick
:-:vii^>y

Vff

Wilson Pickett

TICKETS $3.00 $4.00 $5.00

v:

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME

Elwira

BOSTON COLLEGE VS. VILLANOVA
PRESENTATION OF THE HOMECOMING QUEEN

AT HALFTIME
SATURDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 12 8-12 P.M.

\u25a0 fo-

"May well be the most beautiful film ever made."-Newsweek.
Now at these theatres:
Blue Hills Drive-In, Canton Cabot Cinema, Beverly Community, Dedham
Gorman, Framingham Granada, Maiden Harvard Square, Cambridge
?

?

?

?

Loring Hall, Hingham Medford Cinema, Medford Newton, W. Newton
Park Cinema, Dorchester Surf, Swampscott Wakefield, Wakefield Winchester,
Winchester Wollaston, Wollaston
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

SENIOR HOMECOMING DANCE
Featuring

Gary Puckett and The Union Gap
KING PHILIP, WRENTHAM
$5.00 PER COUPLE
TICKETS ON SALE
McELROY EAGLE'S NEST THURSDAY
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Novak challenges Americans:
"We are a helpless people"

-

By Nancy Palmisciano

In a campus address last week, Michael Novak challenged Americans "to transcend
themselves" in order to correct the feeling of helplessness which, he feels, pervades our
society. Mr. Novak's address, "Christian Cultural Revolution," was thefirst lecture sponsored by the cultural committee of the student government.
Included in Mr. Novak's lecattitudes of Americans, the place own self-image, our hypocrisy,
ture were reflections upon the of our educational system, our and the condiiton of our "free
society."

"We are," he charged, "a helpless people". Inequities do exist
in our society, but we feel helpless to correct them. Americans
say they don't know where to
start or how to start. As a result,
the system is its own protection.
The inequities continue because
there is no one to end them.
We are, Novak contends, at the
mercy of society. We depend on
middlemen for the comforts of
our daily existence. Our dependence on others is so complete
that we are unable to live a
normal life as one individual, one
person, thus basing our feeling of
personal helplessness.

Michael Novak holds court

Hub?s Theological Institute
begins cooperative effort
By Peter Pucilosci

Associate Editor

The Boston Theological Institute, a new experiment in
inter-denominational Christian education, heralds the beginning of its first full year of operation with a joint faculty convocation on Oct. 23.
The Institute was formed by the offered are The Inner City Group
union of the seven major schools Ministry Project, which deals
of theology in the Boston area: with the problems of ministering
Andover

Newton

Theological

School, Boston College Depart-

ment of Theology, Boston University School of Theology, Episcopal Theological School, Harvard
University Divinity School, and
Weston College, the division of
BC that is concerned with the
education of members of the
Jesuit order.
The BTI has no campus or
other facilities of it own, nor does
it grant degrees. It exists as a
center of cooperation and a meeting ground for the member institutions. Each schol remains
autonomous within the structure.
Students at these schools, however, are able to cross-register
in the courses of the others, so
that each student has access to
the 91 courses offered by a 250
faculty in the Boston area.
The libraries of the members
are also open to those studying
at any of the schools, effectively
creating a combined library of
750,000 volumes, the largest theological library In the western
hemisphere.
Since all of the schools except
BC have graduate ministry, the
main foucs of the Institute is the
preparation for a clerical vocation. The institute therefore is
involved in the current movement
of the clergy toward greater social concern.
The Institute sponsors a Field
Education Program that provides
future ministers with training in
this area-. Among -the projects

to a community undergoing social
transition, The Program for the

Rehabilitation or Criminal Offenders, the Seminarian-Chaplain
Program at the U.C. Naval Hospital at Chelsea.
There are also such programs
as the Ministry to Higher Education, providing practical experience in the problems of spiritual
counselling on the college campus, and the Suburban Community Organization, which educates
the seminarian in nature of the
ministry in the suburban community.

Nor did Mr. Novak feel that our
interior selves were free from
such social domination. "Our interior life, our consciousness, is
shaped for us." We live in a uniform mentality where it is much
harder, to live out of our own
guts, our own brains. Technology
is seen as the moving force behind the mass production of this
American personality which of
course affects out attitudes
towards other countries.
He charged, "This is the age
of the American Empire." We
are caught in the position of trying to maintain a status quo
which requires constant therapy.
Hence the world is dotted by direct American influence, in places
where we could never tolerate the
presence of the Sovient Union.
According to Mr. Novak, the
American psyche is composed of
technology first speed s.econd,
and humanity last. This is admirably demonstrated, he feels,
by our tactics in Vietnam. Americans consdier the stealthiness of
Viet Cong tactics as cruel, but
fail to realize the cruelty of their
own search and destroy missions,
the use of technology against
peasants, and the general inhibiting of wanted developments in
other countries by our dominating
presence.

"The American revolution is
unfinished," The young, Novak
believes, will lead us to a new
sense of personal identity and
community.

Rev. Peter Levi

Bond, Shapiro are scheduled
for ?68-?69 Humanities Series
Julian Bond heads the list of

speakers offered by the Human-

ities Series for the academic year
1968-1969. Mr. Bond, a representative in the Georgia House of
Representatives, was nominated
for the Vice-Presidency at the
Democratic National Convention
and led the delegation which opposed the regular party delegation from Georgia. "The New
Coalition" will be Mr. Bond's
topic on Friday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m.
in Bapst Auditorium.
Besides political lectures, the
Series will present poetry readings literary lectures and performances of various musical
pieces.
Thursday, Oct. 3, Rev. Peter
Levi, S.J., a teacher at Oxford
and well-known English poet, will
read from his poetry in the Resident Students' Lounge in McElroy

Commons.
Renaissance music will be featured by the Elizabethan Consort

Gov?t, charges ?tokenism
The Undergraduate Congress
approved last Tuesday the appointment of George O'Toole
(A&S, '69) as the undergraduate
representative to the University's
Academic Senate; at the same
time, the group declared unani-

mously that the appointment of
only one undergrad was "sheer

tokenism."

Congress president Michael
Ryan (A&S. '70) later commented
that he was completely in favor

of the resolution. "What we have
now is only token representation,"
Ryan said. "The academic Senate is dealing with issues that
directly affect the student gody
I don't look for 50 percent
representation, and perhaps even
30 percent is too, high. But the
students must have a meaningful

...

Mike -Ryan

?

representation in the government
of the University."
Last week, the Congress also
gave its endorsement to a statement issued by Ryan, commenting on the $400 tuition increase
scheduled for next year.
Dyan called for a "change in
the manner in which money is
obtained and which money is
spent." Th estatement calls for
a
review of the financial
structure and fiscal policy of the
university," and lists specific
areas needing study.
In other action, the Congress
recognized the newly-formed Student Coordinating Committee; reviewed Ryan's Summer Work
Program; and approved the appointment of Paul Loscocco (Ed.
70) as chairman of the Congress's
Cultural Committee.

of Viols. Orlando Gibbons and
William Byrd are among the composers whose works will be revived on Thursday, October 24,
in the Resident Students' Lounge.
This year's Danforth Lecturer,
Dr. A. Henry Detweiler, will discuss "The Strategy of Archaeology" on Monday, Nov. 4, in the
Resident Students' Lounge.
Rt. Rev. John J. Wright, Bishop
of Pittsburgh, will speak as part
of a collection of speakers on the
subject of Joan of Arc in connection with the Chorale's production
of Honneger's oratorio on St.
Joan. His lecture is entitled "The
Growing iterature on Joan of
Arc" and will be delivered in the
Resident Students Lounge on
Tuesday, November 19.
The Play of Daniel will be produced by the New York Pro
Musica Antigua Chorus on Thursday, Dec. 5, in St. Ignatius Church.
Although all other events are free,
the Play, because of high production costs, will carry a small admission charge.
Karl Shapiro, well-known poet
and literary critic, will complete
the semester with a reading of
his poetry on Thursday, Dec. 12,
in the Resident Students' Lounge.
All events in the Series are at
8 P.M.
The second semester, though
not fully confirmed yet, will see
John Barth, Anthony Burgess,
and Francis Warner lecturing as
well as a performance by the
Vale Russian Chorus. JohnBarth
will lecture toward the end of
February, Mr. Burgess will speak
on Wednesday, March 19, and
Francis Warner appears Marcl
27.
The Humanities Series, directer
by Rye. Francis Sweeney, S.J.
professor of English at BC, al»
sponsors art exhibits and visitinj
painters, sculptors and artisan:
throughout the year.'
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Book cooperative opens
By Paul Droesch

The Historical Society's Book Cooperative, begun last
thundering fanfare, is back again, expanded, and hoping to
tition with the bookstore.
The plan of the Cooperative,
which is being run by Wayne
Hoffman (A&S, '69) and Frederick Fletcher (A&S, '69) is to
take orders for books from professors, purchase the books, and
sell them to students in the classrooms at discounts of up to 15
per cent.
The Cooperative buys its books
from local wholesalers at discounts of approximately 20 percent of the retail price for hardcover books and 10 percent for
paperbooks. Because it is a nonprofit organization, the Cooperative can pass on half of that discount to the students. The remainder is being used to cover
admimstrative expenses and to
raise capital for future down-

the Historical Society last fall
iniated the Book Cooperative.
Run last year by Michael
Spzak (A&S, '68) and members
of the Society, the Cooperative
distributed over 1800 paperbacks,
valued at $1400 to 350 students,
primarily in the History Dept.
and in the classes of Professors
McNally, Hirshfield and Heineman.
This fall, the Book Cooperative,
with a $60 loan from the new
Student Government, expects to
distribute five thousand books to
almost 1400 students. Thus far
thirty-one professors in most of
the departments in the College

There will be no parietal program, the Council of ResiMen has announced, "until each house has elected its
dent
year with somewhat less than
full
slate
of officers and has effected its house system."
enter into meaningful compeThis makes the weekend of Oct. 19-21 the earliest possible
date for women's visitation.
of Arts and Sciences are taking
This decision was made by the elections. It runs as follows:
part in the program.
the CORM Executive Committee, nomination papers for corridor
in order 'to insure the efficiency representatives will be available
According to Wayne Hoffman,
COM office in Williams 5
one of the Historical Society's and permanence" of the parietal at the
program. Resident students were on Sept. 30; these papers must be
Book Service Coordinators, the
again reminded that parietals returned by Oct. 3. A Coffee
program will hopefully evolve were a "privilege and not a hour will be held on Oct. 7 in
into a full service cooperative rightAll residents will be notified
bookstore, modelled after the
of
the spicific parietal programs
Harvard Coop. Presently howwhich
will be initiated for their
ever, the Book Cooperative operhouses after the first meeting of
ates out of the Sodality Office in the entire council on Oct. 15.
McElroy and employs approxiCORM also announced the
mately fifteen students in a workschedule for the 1968-1969 House
study program, approved by Mr.
ohn E. Madigan, director of the
Financial Aids Office.

grad draft

The Boston College A&S Graduate School seems to have escaped
the worst of the effects of this
year's draft calls for grad students. The BC Law School has
not fared as well.
Joseph L. Wilkenson, Assistant
to the Dean of the A&S Grad
School, predicted that registration for the grad school would be
greater than ever before, with
no drop in the quality of the
students.
Wilkinson suggested that the
aggressive new admissions policy
of the A&S Grad School might be
responsible for the remarkably
small effect of the draft on enrollment. The new policy consists of actively searching out
students Who might not otherwise
have applied to the BC Grad

payments.

The bookstore, by contrast
buys its books directly from the
publishers, and receives from
them discounts of 40 percent on
hard-cover books and ?fl percent
on paperbacks. However, the
bookstore must meet and an annual payroll of $45,000, pay other
administrative c x pc n se sand
cover rather substantial yearly
losses dut to theft
Consequently, the bookstore is
forced to charge the regular retail prices for what it sells. All
monies left over after these expenses are met go into a general
University Fund. (A practice
which will probably be changed
next year).
Although there is belief in some
quarters that the President's fiscal responsibility program might
alleviate the generally conceded
and almost inevitable financial
morass in the bookstore, there
are others who feel that improvement is impossible. As a result

Parietals delayed

School.

At the law school, the new
draft law forced the Admissions

Cheverus lounge to familiarize the
resident students with the organization. Then on Oct. 9, two representatives from every corridor
will be elected, and on Oct. 14,
elections for House Chairman and
Vice Chairman will be held.
Freshmen elections will be held
from Oct. 28 to Nov. 11. Big
brothers will serve as the freshmen representatives until that
time.
This year the CORM office will
be staffed by the members of the
Executive Council Sunday through
Thursday from 6 P.M. to 11
P.M. for the convenience of the
resident students. The CORM office extension number is No. 175
and the Campus Mail Box, No.
A153.
Office to accept 100 more students than usual. Joseph F. McCarthy, Chairman of the Law
School Admissions Committee,
stated however that the standards
of the law school had not been
sacrificed in order to maintain
normal class size.
McCarthy mentioned, that registration of second*year students
is down 15 percent from last year,
and a small number of secondyear students have been notified
that they will not be permitted to
finish this school year.

Is BC a haven for weeds of ill-repute?

CLASS RINGS

-

Class ring orders for Juniors and Seniors
will be taken on:

Monday, October 7
Tuesday, October 8

.<&.

d
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£ra*/ liberal writer speaks out
fearlessly and frankly
read

Wednesday, October 9

"A WORD EDGEWISE..."

9:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. in the bookstore

JOHN P. ROCHE

The company guarantees delivery,
DECEMBER 11
A $10 Deposit is Required
Make checks payable to Bookstore
Class of 1970 ring orders taken last Spring will be delivered on the above dates.

a new column by

Professor of Labor & Social Thought
Brandeis University

TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
in the

RECORD AMERICAN
and every Sunday in the

SUNDAY ADVERTISER
"He presents the liberal view with
zest, authority and fierce inde-

pendence"

mm
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UCal students plan rallies
to show support for Cleaver
Berkeley (CPS)

Students
scheduled rallies last week on
both the Berkeley and UCLA campuses to protest a Board of Regents decision to limit black militant Bldridge Cleaver to one campus lecture appearance this Fall,
instead of the ten originally allowed him.
Cleaver, the Minister of Infor?

New approach in
S. American studies
"Problems in atm American
Development," a new course offering in the department of Economics will use fresh approaches
to such atm American problems

as land reform, inflation, and foreign investment.

The two million dollar, massive is being revamped by the John
renovation of Devlin Hall will be Bowen Company. The renovation
completed by March 1, 1969, ac- is being paid for in part by a
cording to Rev. James J. Devlin, $65,000 government grant, made
S.J., Director of Campus Plan- available to BC under Title I of
the University Facilities Act.
ning.
Devlin, which formerly housed After the work is completed,
lecture rooms, laboratories and Devlin will contain the expanded
offices of the science departments, Science ibrary; the Math Insti-

tute; the department of Geology;
and the Department of Chemistry.
The Department of Geology will
have three undergraduate and six
research labs; the department of
Chemistry will have eight undergrad and 15 research labs.
The present Science ibrary will
remain open during the renovation
for students' use.

The seminar will not use the
traditional 'objective, non-ideological" approach of traditional economics, Dr. Richard Weisskoff
said, but will use different perspectives?political, scientific, and
sociological, as well as economic.
The seminar, which will meet
on Thursdays from 2 to 4 P.M. is
open to graduate and undergraduate students of all majors.

mation for the Oakland-based
Black Panther Party, and presidential candidate of the Peace
and Freedom Party, had been
scheduled to deliver a series of
lectures on racism on the Berkeley campus, as part of an experimental course in race relations.
When the original schedule was
announced, GovernorRonald Reagan objected, likening the appointment to "asking Bluebeard the
Pirate
to be a marriage
counselor." the Regents passed a
resolution to allow Cleaver one
appearance on the campus. Although some of the Board members had reservations about
Cleaver, they did not vote him
out entirely, because of"the danger in letting the Regents start
naming who could and could not
appear as lecturers."
Many students and professors
on the campuses saw the Board's
action as a token move, a "compromise measure" to pacify them.
More moderate faculty members also criticized the Regents,
fearing that the latter were intimidated by state officials, and that
they would continue to be influenced by the State House to an
increasing degree in the future.

...

Baltimore nine protest draft, Vietnam war
By

DOUGLAS McCAY

Prof, of English
Last May the Selective Service

Office in Catonsville, Maryland
was invaded by nine resolute men
and women attempting to deepen
the American revolutionary consciousness. Referring to themselves as American citizens and,
more carefully, as Catholic Christians, they quickly went about the
business of removing six hundred
draft files; and, carrying them to
an adjacent parking lot, burned
them with napalm concocted from
a recipe in the Special Forces

Handbook published by the United

States Government.
The nine men and women then
issued an articulate and rather
lengthy statement explaining their
actions which, not so incidentally,
seriously disputed the Selective
Service System in the Baltimore
area. In part their statement went
on to say that:
"We have worked with the
poor in the ghetto and abroad.
In the course of our Christian
ministry we have watched our
country produce more victims
than an army of us could console or restore. We submit voluntarily to their involuntary
fate.
We use napal mon these draft
records because napalm has
burned people to death in Vietnam, Guatemala and Peru. We
destroy these draft records not
only because they exploit our
young men, but because these
records represent misplaced
power, concentrated in the
ruling class of America. Their
power threatens the peace of
the world and is aloof of public
dissent and parliamentary pro-

cess.

Above all, our protest attempts to illustrate why our
country is torn at home and is
harrassed abroad by enemies

of its own creation. Injustice is

the great catalyst of revolution. Catonville draft records, while
awaiting sentence for the previous
The Vietnam War could end tomorrow and the quality of so- blood pouring, contributed subciety and America's role in the stantially to the severity of his
punishment. Nor did it help his
world would be virtually unchanged. Colonies at home and case when he was asked by a
abroad would continue to rise reporter if he would do the same
thing again, and he rpned, "No.
in rage and destructiveness.
Finally, we believe some proI would do more." But if we are
perty has no right to exist: Hitto assume that the punishment
should fit the crime none of this
ler's gas ovens, Stalin's concentration camps, atomic-bacteri- should have had any bearing on
logical-chemical weaponry, files the sentence. The fact that he
of conscription, and slum propmust stand trial for the napalming
erties have no right to exist. incident makes the sentence all
We are appalled by the ruse of the more appalling.
the American ruling class inAnd certainly it is no small comvoking the cry for 'Law and ment on the divisiveness of the
Order' to mask and perpetuate contemporary American scene
injustice. Let them speak of when so many of us, sitting on the
'law and Justice,' and back up sidelines, can cheer the actions of
their words with deeds and Philip Berrigan and the rest of
there will be 'Order.' We have the "Baltimore Nine." When
pleaded, spoken, marched; and viewed from the perspective of
nursed the victims of their ineach of the nine defendants who
justice. Now this injustice must now face a possible sentence of
be faced, and this we intend to fifty-four years in federal and
do. May God have mercy on our state penitentiaries there is really
nation."
nothing to cheer about. Both in
God may or may not have merterms of words and deeds, the accy on our nation, but it is not very
tion taken by the Baltimore Nine
likely that our nation will have far outstrips the minor league
mercy on these nine men and stuff of the Boston Five become
women. Along with the indictment Four.
of the Federal Government they
There is simply no nonsense
face charges imposed by Baltiabout these "Catholic Christians,"
more County for robbery, assault and what their act will mean to
and sabotage.
the growing consciousness of the
Rarely if ever is a person tried religious community, and in parfor the same crime under two difticular the Missions, remains to
ferent areas of jurisdiction. Yet be seen; but it cannot help but
these men and women could be have serious repercussions. Should
prosecuted by both Government one think otherwise, one need only
and county for the same act. If to listen to Thomas and Marjorie
the Blood Pouring case involving Melville, the former Maryknoll
Philip Berrigan could rouse the missionaries expelled from GuataNew York Times to editorialize mala for getting involved in the
that the punishment (six years) "internal politics" of that country,
was out of all proportion to the and subsequently expelled from
crime, the-disproportion of this the Maryknoll Order for getting
double indictment would seem all married. Before returning to the
but total.
United States and burning draft
Certainly, Philip Berrlgan's parrecords, Tom Melville founded
ticipation in the napalming of the the National Federation of the

Credit Co-operatives of Guata- porarily exiled to Latin America
mala, and a land distrbiutionproby the Jesuit Order for his stand
gram. He also advocated the use on peace and his refusal to shut
of armed force by the peasants to up about it.
carry on their struggle for surviHe is sitU refusing to shut up
val.
about it, and is travelling and
Early in uly the Melvilles spoke speaking as much as he can, while
there is still time before the trial
at Harvard and charmed and electrified an audience not without a of the Baltimore Nine scheduled
Oct. 7. The first week in August,
significant number of Catholic
clergy whose reaction mgiht best he addressed an audience tethered in Boston's neglected jfouth
be described as dumbfounded. Totalling the years each of them End for "A Service For Oppressed
spent in Guatamala to twenty-five, Peoples." As Dan Berrigan spoke,
the Melvilles spoke with authority with such great concern and
about the dispossessed Indian, the frightening honesty about America, he made reference to the
oppressed peasamry, and the col"ludicrous farce" and "witless
laborationof the Church, the quasoratory" that was the Republican
military government and the US
supported
counter - insurgency Convention, and you couldn't help
teams to keep them that way.
but think of all that shameless
rhetoric on the television screen,
While the manner of the Melvilles was mild and engaging, the and all the lives lost in the name
audience had to be either deaf or of that shameless rhetoric, and,
of course, you couldn't help but
indifferent not to feel their surthink of the Berrigans and the
pressed anger and outrage at conMelvilles and what is going to hapditions in Guatamala and Amerpen
to the Baltimore Nine.
in
htose
condicomplicity
ica's
Rinally, you wonder if there
tions. With it all, too, was their
aren't obvious alternatives to naindignation at having their callpalming drift records, considering to help the poor made hopeless, a canard. But the audience ably easier ways to stop America
was neither deaf nor indifferent, from destroying itself and others.
and, with the exception of a few The very recent napalming of
bewildered looking nuns (perhaps draft records in Milwaukee by
fourteen persons, including three
they figured they might be comCatholic priests from the Boston
mitting some sort of sin by association) gave them a prolonged area, would indicate that there
are a number of people who thing
standing ovation.
that there are no easy alternareligious
Other than their
calling the Baltimore Nine all share tives.
The Massachusetts Catholic
a common demominator: distinguished and promising careers Peace Committee is organizing
laid on the line. Daniel Berrigan, support groups for the Baltimore
like his brother Philip, is a priest Nine, and chartered buses will
leave from Boston on Sunday eveof considerable talent and courage. He is a noted poet, theologian, ning, Oct. 6, returning from Baltieditor, lecturer; and author of a more the following Tuesday afternoon. Sleeping accomodations
forthcoming book on his experience in North Vietnam where, accomodations have been aralong with Howard Zinn (The ranged. Anyone interested in demLogic of Withdraway), he brought onstrating their support may obtain further information by callabout the release of three Ameriing Kathy Knight?332-0121.
can airmen. In 1965 he was tern-
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A view from inside Russia
By

Michael

Lynott

The villgae of Zagorsk is about
40 km. from the Soviet capital of
Moskew. It is a little village, quite
undistinguished except for the
fact that it houses a monastery,
an active seminary, and Patriarch Alexei, head of the Russian

Orthodox Church.

We of the second group of Indiana University's Summer Russian Study Tour were aboard an
Intourist bus heading towards
Zagorsk when one of ouf number excitedly read aloud a line
in the lead article from that day's
Pravda, "... and in fulfillment
of that request, the troops of the
Soviet Union, along with those of
other members of the Warsaw
Pact, have on today, Aug. 21, entered the territory of Czechoslova-

Ida." Our trip to the monastery
suddenly became irrelevant.

Several members of our group

suddenly realized the significance

of their observations of the previous week. We had arrived in
Moscow on Saturday, Aug. 17, on
a flight from Kiev, and we naturally wanted to see Red Square as
soon as possible. After dinner, we
crossed the bridge from our hotel,
"The Bucharest," and went to
see the sights.
The lights burned late at the
Kremlin that night, and you ain't
need any background to recognize
the faces of the men in the limousines racing in and out: Kosygin,
Brezhnev, Podornoy, Soslov and
others all made their appearances. We didn't realize at the
time the reasons why they were
all working so late in to the night.
The press was also very indicative of the temper of the Kremlin. That weekend, of Sunay, Aug.
18, Moscow Radio began a series
fo harangues against "revisionism
and revanchism" in general, and
the Czech "pseudo-Party conference" in particular. Soviet radio
normally is merely obnoxious in
referring to anything non-Soviet,
but in this case it was nothing
short of vindictive.
On Aug. 21 itself Pravda's layby
out was altered radically
Soviet standards. It carried a
headline and a specific "lead"
article, which it rarely does, and
it was in this article that the announcement of the intervention by
Soviet troops was made.
It made reference to "party
and government officials" not
leaders, who had made the invitation, and the Czechs now say
?

that the reason the Soviets have

stayed so long is because they
have yet to find the individuals

who invited them.
The questions I've had to answer most often concerning the invasion are in general three: what
was the public reaction, why did
it take place, and what does the
invasion show for the future?
Firstly, the Soviet people are
not a very aware group as a
whole, partly due to the general
absence of significant news for
them to discuss. They either support their government out of
sheer chauvinism, or pass off its
more unpleasant activities as
"politics", with which they as ordinary citizens are not concerned.
Most of those who knew about
the invasion, therefore, (Pravda's
purchasers are many, but its

readers are relatively few) reacted rather passively. Their
news was, for a change restricted to the official version, because
all Western broadcasts were jammed.
It was only a select few who
were aghast that it had happened. These were the intellectuals:
those loyal to the system but hostile to this government, who had
grown accustomed to the relative
laxity of the Khrushchev regime.

They are the ones who will be
most affected if a change comes
about.
The reasons for the invasion are
co numerous and multifaceted
it is almost ridiculous to begin
listing. Two outstanding reasons
not generally known in the West
are Russia's fear of West Germany, and the remarks of the
western press.
The Nazi invasion in 1941 has
left an impression on the Soviet
Union unfathomable to those who
have not witnessed it. The city of
Leningrad alone lost over 600,000
people and over-three quarters of
the city was leveled to the ground,
This kind of destruction throughout the European half of Russia
has left a great impact on the
Soviets and theirfear of its recur-

rence is almost

paranoid. The
Soviet government plays on this
fear and continually uses the Germans as a scapegoat.
When one inspects the map of
Eastern Europe and sees the position of Czechoslovakia with reference to West Germany, it is easy
to see why the Soviets couldn't
allow the Czechs to vary from the
official line, and when they attempted it, to put them down
regardless of the consequences.

Stats prove success
ated with papers, books, folders
and files can spell disorganized
disaster for any project. Dr. Mary
T. Kinnane, however, thrives in
this atmosphere, judging from the
results of this year's summer session.
Dr. Kinnane, herself a teacher
with 15 years experience on record, directed the 45-annual phantasmagoria, terming it successful
both in regard to student participation and diversity. As numbers
go, 3445 atended an increase of
about 200 over last year including 110 religious.
This increase in reflected in the
graduate work, whereas the undergraduate enrollment remained
substantially the same. Recruitment from outside Boston netted
an additional 90 out-of-towners
over last year, adding new spice
and sparkle to BC.
Only 9 states were missing in
the class that amassed students
from 200 colleges and universities,
both here and.abroad, including a
?

?

parisons with Hugnry were all too

obvious. The intervention was, as
many saw it, an outstanding victory for the Kremlin hard-linen
headed by Party First Secretary
Leonid Brezhnev, and a resounding defeat for the doves under
Premier Alexei Kosygin.
There was even a rumor at the
American Embassy that Kosygin
had resigned, and many still believe he will not last out the year.
It also bodes ill for those who
had hoped the Kremlin might
act as behind the scenes peacemaker in Paris.
A final observation towards the
West was a comment by one Russian who told me that the fastest
way for the relations between our
two counrties to deteriorate was
for us to elect Richard Nixon as
President. In any case, the prospects for the bettering of relations
are none too bright.

SERVICE LIQUOR
MART

?

SUMMER SESSION:

Operating out of an office decor-

The Western press also plays a
surprisingly important role in
Kremlin policy. English and
French newspapers had been
playing up Czechoslovakia's freedoms and "attempts at independance" and when the hint was
dropped that Prague might be
seeking economic aid from the
West, it was too much, despite
protests to the contrary from
Czech leaders.
Similarly, the downfall of many
Soviet intellectuals has probably
been favorable mention in western circles. In evidence, the Aug.
22 edition of Pravda contained a
half-page article by one of its
political experts which consisted
almost entirely fo commentary on
articles from French, English,
and American newspapers.
Those persons who didcomment
on the meeting of the invasion
were most pessimistic. The com-

of 67 from Japan
(sponsored by the University of

contingent

Sophia).
Cooperation among 191 member
faculty and the 23 institutes, the

students, the campus facilities,
and the activities department carried the school through the summer. Intense involvement keynoted the courses, from a dig in
Jerusalem to prbolems of method
in religious studies.
The Secretary-General, of the
Jesuits, that is offered a 4-day
lecture series revolving around
the Church and the developing nations. Lectures, folk singing, concerts, punch parties, sports tournaments, film experiments, and
multifarious paraphernaliatoreeded everywhere. The use of undergrad activities, such as Middle
Earth and The Heights characterized a trail-blazing first.
Future sessions promise renewed academic fervor while a search
for a more accessible evening
schedule for day-working undergrads continues.

?

Introduces the new look
Our prices the lowest
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Rathskeller moulders
on McIntyre shelf

Pacesetter

Rep. Charles Flaherty

Wo ist der Rathskeller, mem
Herr? Since you may have
noticed that generally inebriated
aid has not pervaded the campus
(although some specific fumes
have a dormitory tinge to them),
there is not yet a BC beer hall.
From its inception early last
year, the idea has staggered in
and out of place and mind until
it threatens t oseek shelter in
unintentional oblivion. The Council of Resident Men conducted a
survey of student opinion to tap
a resevoir of feeling which
washed 98 percent of those responding into the favorable col-

is now in use as a canteen corner.
By Marty Funke
O'Connells use would not only
News Editor
"displace 60 beds" (and their ocCharles Flaherty is a busy man.
cupants, too, I suppose) but also
Right. One can only understate.
disturb other residents, allow
As Assistant Director of University Research, Mr. Flaherty is, one would think busy
little parking, and require a lot
enough. However, he is known as Representative Flaherty in the Third Middlesex Disof money for modifications.
trict, serving his first term in the Massachussets House.
Dr. Mclntyre, also an edministrative liaison member of the
A 1960 BC graduate, Mr. Flahand was elected to the House. personally involved, is the probcommittee, briefed us that a erty served a tour of duty in the At first, no one had given him lem of the cities.
group will be named this year Navy. He is presently a lieuten- very good odds.
Rep. Flaherty submitted a list
to consider what steps can be
of 51 recommendations to the
taken to restore, beautify, and
National Democratic Platform
possibly modernize O'Connell.
Committee, entitled "A Program
Many considerations, including a
for Urban America." It was rejected, and he was not surprised,
Rathskeller, are on the agenda.
Among the list of thirteen reaalthough it reflects, upon even a
cursory reading, a great deal of
sons for McElroy was its locaumn.
thought.
security,
tion,
kitchen
availabilSooo, CORM submitted a how
ity,
lavatory
facilities,
and
the
to
the Office
an dwhy proposal
"Platforms," he said in an inease with which it can be transof the Director of Resident Stuterview,
"as a matter of course,
formed.
dents (a nice way of saying Dr.
generalizations. I submitted
are
however,
The lounge,
has many
James Mclntyre) in April, 1967
a detailed platform because I
that O'Connell House be used, in other uses which could and would
believe that the war and the
still be accomodated, as the midline with the opinion of 52 perurban crisis warran ta more speand
such.
The
night
folk mass
cent of those surveyed. Lacking inconvenience,
cific platform."
though weighty,
a City Hall basement (Rat-haus- would not be monumental, sugHe flipped the pages of the
kellers originated in such places
gested Dr. Mclntyre.
booklet, and put it aside. "I
in Germany), the Council felt that
Finally, the legal tangle involvclaim no great expertise on either
renovation of O'Connell could ining the first Rathskeller on a colwar, or on urban affairs; howStudent
a
Center
plans
clude
for
lege campus. Saga Food is now
ever, I have definite ideas, and
with pub for those of age.
in the process of determining the
especially in the area of urban
The proposals then went to the implications for them
and us and
affairs, I wanted them known."
which
Office of Student Affairs
you. Contacted about this in Audrafted a university board comCommenting on the platform
gust, a report is expected, but
mittee in Aug., 1967 to study the when
the Democrats adopted at their
is an out-of-the-question
feasibility of such a tavern Comnational convention, Mr. Flaherty
question.
posed of 3 students and several
said, "I'm not happy about it?
Upon arrival of a Saga statefaculty and alumni, it considered
I'm no thappy about anything
ment, Dr. Mclntyre believes that
"The pro's still haven't gotten the message."
a long list of recommendations all the recommendations will soon
that happened in Chicago. The
including those of CORM strongly
'pro's' still haven't gotten the
president's office. ant in the Naval Reserve. He
be
sent
to
the
Two
national
are
of
problems
favoring an O'Connell Drink-In
Apparently, the amamessage.
Hinting a favorable report, Dr.
Rep.
joined the BC staff in 1965.
extraordinary concern to
for "aesthetic," social, financial, Mclntyre could
haven't,
teurs
either."
not date for
try
Flaherty.
One,
set
In
his
for
which
is
not
surpublic
first
office
and logistical feasibility.
final action, then, by the presiprising is the Viet Nam War.
1966, he defeated two Demoin
Referring
to the problem of the
The findings released on Dec. dent or Board of Trustees.
cratic incumbents in the primary, The other, in which he is more cities, Mr. Flaherty commented
8, 1967 centered around two
that 'at the ward level, and at
basic issues: would there be a
the city level," more realistic
large enough, eligible, interested
consideration and action must be
clientele, and where can we put
taken than is currently taken.
it? Already the committee had
report
the council
that many were
Asked for his comments on
interested; it found that roughly
LBJ, and on present candidate
a quarter of the student body
Hubert Humphrey: "Of course,
were over 21?some 160 lads and
By Bill Meehan
there is the war. But you should
lasses.
Staff Reporter
consider Johnson's record other
Where? Only two locations rethe Higher EducaThe birth control controversy seems to have come to and gone from Boston College than that
ceived considerationbeside O'Contion Act, legislation against crime,
over the summer. It wasn't much of a splash, perhaps because there aren't too many peonel/McElroy student lounge was
"by far th efirst choice of the
ple here during the summer; but also because Cardinal O'Boyle is not in Boston.
committee." Lyons Hall snack
What did happen was this: On message to the Pope than on the to affix to the statement.
bar was rejected for its lack of uly 28 the Encyclical was issued;
The question that occurs in
critical statement issued to the
space and facilities. Besides, it
that was a Monday in the last press,
the light of the sanctions imposed
which had eight.
week of the summer session.
It should be pointed out that on priests and theologians in
On the following Wednesday,
the people whose names appeared in Washington, D.C. and elseJuly 30, eight professors of theolon the critical statement were not where, is one of sanctions here.
ogy and other disciplines teachthe only ones who signed it. Dr. At present there is no indication
ing at BC for the summer issued
Felton, a member of the that there will be any sanctions.
Paul
Rev. James A. Woods, S. J., has a statement criticizing the Pope's
theology department and one of In fact other than the letter that
been named Dean of the Evening stand and expressing agreement
the signers whose name did apFr. Donovan sent to the Herald
College of Arts, Sciences and Buswith the 87 theologians in Washin the Boston Herald Travpear
Traveler there has been no neginess Administration at Boston ington, D.C. who had issued a
eler story, told us that he solicited ative response from the adminisCollege, it was announced by Very statement the day before.
and received many more signatration. If any crops up we will
Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S. J., PresThen on August 7, Rev. Charles tures
he got them too late let you know.
but
and concerning safety in the
ident.
Donovan, S. J., Vice President for
all of
streets, and housing
Fr. Woods, 37, succeeds Rev. Academic Affairs had a letter
those.
But
still
there
is
the
war.
Charles M. Crowley, S.J., in the published in the Boston Herald
new
And Humphrey, as the Demoadministrative post. He holds his Traveler stating that the signers
bachelor's and master's degrees of the BC statement could not
Both the undergraduate and new center is the Graduate School cratic candidate, is stuck with
from Boston College and earned speak for the university since graduate departments of social of Social Work, previously located it."
his Bachelor of Sacred Theology most of those signing the letter
at 126 Newbury St. in Boston. AdNixon? "Nixon is the frontscience have been consolidated
degree from Weston College. For
were members of the faculty for
ministrative and faculty offices runner. He doesn't, and doesn't
opening
with
the
of
the
Social
five years he has been secretary the summer only. So much for
of the Graduateschool takeup the have to, make specific stateto the Provincial of the New EngScience Center. McGuinn Hall, first two stores. In addition, the
the printed reaction.
ments. He can, so to speak, play
land Province and two years ago
There was also a communcianamed in honor of the Revs. WalGraduate School of Social Work it cute."
was Director of ocations for the tion sent to the Pope by members ter and Albert McGuinn, S. J., Library will cover over 6,000
Province.
of the Jesuit community in Saint will hold the departments of Polisquare feet of basement space.
Mr. Flaherty mentioned at the
He was ordained a Jesuit in Mary's. Because it was not reRather than traditional lecture end of our conversation, "If you
tical Science, Psychology and
1941 at Weston College. He has leased to the press we do not Sociology, as well as offices for rooms, McGuinn is equipped with know of anyone who is interested
served as registrar at the Liberal know the exact content of this the Department of Education and a number of seminar rooms and in working for me?doing reArts School of Boston College, missive, however sources who did a facility for training teachers of special laboratories for group dysearch, drafting legislation, etcetShadowbrook at Lenox, and at the have access to it report that the the handicapped.
era,
namics. Several rooms are rewould you pass the
Schools of Philosophy and Theolmessage was "worded in pious
served for research and observaword?"
Besides the undergratuate ofogy at Weston. He is a member language and was congratulatory fices, the Institute of Human tion.
Consider it passed. Charles
of the American Association of in tone." The same sources also Sciences occupies an AdministraFinally, there is a large statisFlaherty is a busy man.
CoUegiate Registrars and Admisjndicatted tl»at there. were conRight. One can only undertive suite on the fourth floor. The tics library open to members of
sidebabiy more signatures on the largest single occupant of the the Center, and an animal room.
sions Officers.'
state.

St. Mary?s counteracts
dissent on birth control

...

Woods made Dean
of Evening College

McGuinn:

...

home for social sciences

. ..
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Mace the nation
The 1968 version of the jangling farce
"National Politics" is gradually approaching act three. While the basic plot remains
and the style is unmistakeably
the same
American
this year's edition has some
interesting script changes.
For one thing, the cast of characters is
somewhat larger than in previous years.
Five Gothic hero figures are involved in
the electoral combat instead of the usual
two. Three are candidates, with serious
ambitions and dangerous prospects. One
is a World Leader
a beleaguered Force
for Good morosely conducting an unpopular
War, and haunting an unpopular campaign.
The last is a Loser; perhaps visionary, or
clear thinking, or even right, but unmistakeably a loser in terms of the system he
pledged to "work within".
Another difference this year is the addition of background action more traditionally American than ever before. While the
main characters piosuly speak about "Law
and Order", and the necessity of "solving
the problems of the cities", they are being
upstaged by exhibitions of violence and
brutality that are star vehicles in their own
right. Such bit players as Mayor Daley and
the police of America's greatest cities still
are treats to steal the show at any time.
But perhaps the most extensive change
is in the pattern of the dialogue. This year
the usual platitudes defending and attacking the administration and the candidates
have been enlivened by generous doses of
prejudice and hater This year phrases such
as "crime in the streets", "neighborhood
schools", "individual responsibility", and
"law and order" are code for the more racy
vernacular of racism, ignorance, and fascism. More important, this year the equally
coded replies of the liberals and intellectuals in the "party of the people" are not
only sounding ineffective, but are themselves padded with bitterness, disenchantment, and violence. While this change lends
tremendous impact to the entertainment
?

?

?

value of the show, it also creates a sinster
mood worthy of the best of black comedy.
In short, national politics 1968 is shaping
up as the ultimate acting out of the absurdity of the American political and social system. Laborious metaphors aside, the election of the president this year is a spectacle that is above all things profoundly depressing. We are faced with the choice of
three men, each fo whom represents a set
of ideas that are merely established, not
viable. Wallace is a rascist, skillfullyplaying on the ignorance, fear, and anti-intellectualism of millions running from the
spector of change. He has more support
than many guess, or dare to admit:
he
is a real force in this election. Nixon is the
embodiment of the wishes of American capitalism of 50 years ago. He is dangerous because he probably believes what he says,
and because he is tremendously skilled in
the rules of the political game. If anyone
receives a clear majority in the November
election it will be he, with his collection of
old ladies and "individuals" in the white
middle-class world of unreality.
Finally, Humphrey is the Liberal. He is
everything that spelled out progressive and
forward looking in 1945. Probably he is
honest, but he has let the weight of the administration and the military establishment
deplete the possibility of good sense in his
approach to the war.
There is simply no choice left for those
of us who suspect that it is the way of the
choice, not the objects of choice that bear
examination this year, and for many years
to come. Words are certainly as empty as
protests, or write-ins, or refusals to vote,
but we are in a time when emptiness is a
growing condition of the young.
A very bad motion picture produced a
song now popular on the rock stations. The
first line says; "There's a new sun rising
up angry
.", and the rather mindless lyrics go on to equate change with revolution.
Listen to it. Maybe it's true.
R. S.
?

..

Sign the petition!

The present requirement of four semesters of Theology is ridiculous, absurd, and
insulting to a major portion of the student
body. Probably the most intelligent first
step which President Joyce could take in
developing a free university of scholars is
to abolish this inane requirement immediately. The existence of this requirement is
in direct conflict with one of the objectives
of this university as outlined in the Student
Handbook: "freedom of inquiry as the best
means for attaining truth." Secondly, the
requirement is a denial of the student's
freedom of religion. Is it not possible to be
a Catholic without taking four semesters
of Theology? The university says.it is not
possible. All students who admit to being
Catholics must take four semesters of Theology. The third argument against the requirement is that it is insulting to the Theology department itself. The Theology department has improved in the past four
years to such an extent that it can now offer professors and courses that stand on
their own merit.
Concerning the student membership on
Educational Policy Committees and the
University Academic Senate, this issue is
directly related to the Theology issue. If
students were adequately represented (adequately meaning 100%, proportionately
we'll settle for 50%) on academic policy
decision making boards, there would be no
need to resort to the tactic of petition in or-

der to effect a simple curriculum change
which would have occurred years ago.
There are two students presently on the
Academic Senate. Neither of these students
is popularly elected and each of these students must represent approximately 5000
constituents while the faculty representatives on the senate each have about 24 constituents and for every 11 administrators,
theries one administrative representative
on the Senate.
Last week, President Joyce stated, "If
the students want quality education, let
them pay for it." If the students are going
to pay for quality education, then they
should have a controlling voice "in the
areas of administrative and academic competence."
The administration must act now. A refusal to act or another manifestation of
BC's famous "death by committee" could
produce disastrous results for the entire
university. Let everyone concerned realize
that these three demands are only a beginning. The kind of university that progressive and enlightened educators and students are calling for throughout the nation
and the world will not be realizing simply
by the fulfillment of the demands in the
petition. The manner in which the administration reacts to these initial proposals will
determine whether or not Morningside
Heights will become a reality on Chestnut
J. J.F
Hill.
?

Letter:
BTS misrepresented
To the Editor:
I would like to rebuke the misinformed individual who misrepresented the whole idea of the
Black Talent Search. I don't know
whether he was mis-informed or
just trying to present the fifty-one
black freshmen in the wrong light.
First of all, I am a graduate of
the Boston Technical High School.
I graduated 96th in a class of 500,
was accepted to the Brandies
Transitional Year program, to
Hampton Institute and received
an offer from Vale University. As
far as I know quite a few of the
other Black students In the program graduated from their
schools in respectable fashion.

I aip presently in the School of
Education as' 'M' secbhdary education major. As

for

adjusted

courses, there aren't any. I have

the same courses as any other
person in my class, taught by the
same professors that others have
?not from a Black Culture Perspective" although some,

both

black and white, are desirous of
this.
So you see, the black freshmen
at Boston College this year have
as many if not in some cases more
qualifications to succeed without
the type of things the previous
writer stated were present.
Gordon LaSane
Ed. "72

Letter:
Human volition
To the Editor:
In answer to "Rally round the

flag, boys!"
While I basically agree with the

views of your recent editorialist
(cognomen, .D.G.) pertaining to
the efficacy of human symbols
and the unfortunate contingency
of their misapplication, I must
take issue with one of his prime
sentiments.
The writer cites the danger of
manipulation by means of the
symbol of the flag and thus, conjures the impression of innumerable sheepish American servicemen suffering from some misguided fanatical patriotism or fear of
the institution. In doing so, J.D.G.
does great injustice to the capacities of human volition and discretion.
There is little doubt that the
Vietnam confrontation is the
greatest social evil of the decade.
No sincere Christian or compassionate human being can condone
the destruction of life by bullet or

napalm bomb. However, we do
recognize that there have been
previous conflicts in our history

which fulfill the criteria of a just
war.
But even such wars, fought to
protect infringed human rights
and dignity are no less hellish.
My point is that in our dissent
we have no right to pass judgement on the moral motivation of
those who fight these wars.
My argument is best presented
by a special report prepared by
Aye Maria magazine called "VietNam and Your Conscience" which
raised serious objections to the
war but went on to say: "We believe that the citizen may not permit his dissent from governmental policies to find its expression
in rejection or disaffection aimed at the individual serviceman,
who must be presumed to be acting in accord with his conscience."
I remind your writer that con(Continued on Page 9)
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Message from the president
Ladies and Gentlemen of Bos-

ton College,

As your new President, it is an

extreme pleasure for me to wel-

come you for this new academic
year.
It is a year of great promise
and high hope. We are opening
McGuinn Hall, the new Center
for our social sciences. The
School of Social Work, formerly
housed at Newbury Street in Boston, is now located in this new
building; and so with the exception of our School of Theologyall of our activities are now located on the Heights.
We hope that by the start of
the second semester Devlin Hall,
the old science building, will be
not only renovated but substantially reconstructed. There are
plans in progress to convert the
Bapst Auditorium to library uses
in accordance with the original
plans of the Bapst Library build-

It's reaßy quite simple. All our plans are simple. You place a coin In
the slot and the man places a coin to the machine. You see how simple
coin operated people!

ing.

There are also plans to erect
a semi-permanent, inexpensive,
and highly flexible structure
which will replace the Bapst Library auditorium and provide,
in addtiion, an adequate setting
for dramatic productions and,
possibly, for displays of art. When
cash,
a
donation
in
our Fine Arts Center is comneeded
and
Cheney:
Dear Fr.
money order or check will reach
pleted, as we hope it shall be
has
beLife in South Vietnam
me safely if made out to "Bishop within a few years, it will be poscome a constant challenge, each Paul L. Seitz" and mailed in the sible to turn over this flexible
day is met with apprehension and enclosed envelope. Reassurance building to some other desirable
fear. The faces of my people rethat your offering will reach me university use.
New dormitories are in the offlect their misery and suffering. can be obtained from the Second
fing?including,
Nashua,
Bank
of
N.
H.
for the first time,
National
This is not surprising to me as
Please respond to my call for suitable accomodations for the
i'see hfst-hahcT the terrible toll help, for just as the refugees turn ladies?although we cannot hope
the war has taken, little children to me, I turn to friends such as to complete these before Septemyou for help, for I have nothing ber of 1970.
with horrible wounds are becomSome 122 new faculty members,
commonplace.
orphan
give but myself.
The
to
ing
only about 30 who have
Christ,
yours
Sincerely
replacing
in
could
escalating
rapidly.
I
rate is
left, assure the continuing viPaul L. Seitz
give you pages of statistics but
Bishop of Kontum
brance and vitality of our teacheach is an individual and their (Ed. Note: Fr. Cheney is faculty ing staff, and the largest freshwants and hurts are the same as
moderator of The Heights and man class in the history of the
college promises an adequate
any donations for Bishop Seitz
yours and mine.
through
challenge to the faculty both old
can
be
sent
him.
Please
Take for example a little 10
gfits to Fr. Cheney, c/o and new.
forward
year old boy named Rak, orThe Heights, McElroy 102).
A number of administrative
phaned and wounded by the Viet
Cong, he was left lying without
care for two days aKer his in?.
jury. His only wish is to walk
Page
8)
Finally, the editorialist sugContinued
from
drugs
again. We have given him
science is a multi-faceted human gests that we "change our symto clear his infection, he will walk
quality and that in our examinabols from clothes waving from
again, because, thank God, we
spears, to the perfect circle of a
we
must
fail
to
encomtion
not
aid.
give
were able to
him this
pass (to quote his words) "the
round
table." I can certainly supWe have the added worries of black,
gray
personal
white
and
of
this
ideal. But I contest the
port
malnutrition, dysentery, malaria
experience."
method we are to use to supleprosy.
and
Some of our little
Obviously, the case at point is
plant the existant value structure
two and three year old children
university flagpole
the
notorious
with a more enlightened one. The
are little more than skeltons after
assume that the donor eventual realization of this ideal
incident.
I
dysentery.
severe bouts of
depends on our situation. We must
of the controversial flag presentThey come to us, Fr. Cheney,
ed it in good faith as a memorial respect an innate rhythm in the
for in their tragedy they have to the Boston College alumni who affairs of men. "For there is a
come to know and trust the mis- have died in the service of this time to tear down, and a time to
sionaries. I, as a missionary, country. The inhetent debatability build." (Ecclesiastes 3:3)
feel privileged to help, for are we of the moral issue of warfare does
Sincerely,
not all brothers?
not detract from their sacrifice.
Paul F. Ginnetty (A&S 72)
I beseech you to hear my plea. In so many moral issues today
Your help, whether a large or (e.g. contraception), we are resmall yamount, is desperatel affirming the tenet that the intent of conscience supercedes the
The Heights wishes to
ostensible validity of an action.
retract certain statements
Therefore, I conclude that a
made in the article last
memorial in their honor is fitweek concerning the soting. Furthermore. I fail to comThe news story on the tuition
prehend how anyone can advocate
called "Black Talent
increase contained 2 inaccurthe desecration of such a monuSearch". The students inment. An admittedly extreme anacies; 1.) The Jesuit communvolved in this program do
alogy might compare it to overity will not be separating from
not receive special tutorial
turning gravestones at Arlinton
the B.C. corp. as of next year.
National Cemetery in the name of
help, nor are their classes
2.) The $850,000 Loyola Fund
responsible dissent. Indeed, disin any way different from
will not be lost to the Universent can cover such recourse to
those of other freshmen.
wanton destruction shows little
sity's income, but no longer
These
students also were
imagination
part
on the
of the rewill be used to cover any
required to meet the usual
sistance. Certainly, other avenues
deficits in the budget.
of expression are more available
admission standards.
and effective.
?

Letter...

Another Vietnam

Volition.

RETRACTION!

Goofed again!

changes are taking place. As of
October 8, the present Board of
Trustees will radically restrict its
own role. In place of their present unlimited terms, the Trustees
will accept staggered terms of
one, two, three, and four years,
thus making way for a continuously rotating noard with four
year terms.

Moreover, the

Trustees will

delegate to a Board og Directors

all the normal "direction and
conduct of the business and affairs of the university." The
majority of this Board will be
composed of lay persons.
This fall, on September 30, the
University Academic Senate will
hold its organizational meeting.
Thereafter, on the weekend of
October 5 and 6, the membership
of the Senate will repair to Round
Hill for a period of introspection,
during which it will investigate
and meditate upon its new role,
by which it shares in the governance of the academic a affairs
of the university.
The newly operative Undergraduate Government has already made its presence felt on
the campus, demanding a strong
student voice in the conduct of
university affairs. We are attempting to devise regular channels of communication between
the President's office and the Under-graduate Government.
We are adopting a policy of
providing for student representation on all appropriate university committees set up by this
Office. The title of Academic
Vice President has been changed.
He is also the Senior Vice President.
While all six vice presidents
will continue to report directly to

the President under all normal
situations, the Senior Vice President is now clearly established as
the person to whom the other vice
presidents might report in

case

of emergency, if the President
were absent. The Senior Vice
President is "primus inter pares."
In an attempt to improve communications throughout the top
administrative levels of the university, we have formed a President's Cabinet, whose membershpi includes and is restricted to
the Vice Presidents and the Deans
of the constituant schools. This
Cabinet will meet bi-monthly.
For the first time in the history
of Boston College there will be
a formal inaugaration of the new
President. This event is scheduled,
for October 20. Would that the
responsibilities invested on that
day might fall on stronger shoulders!
Nonetheless, there is every reason to trust that this colorful ceremony, traditional in most colleges and universities, will be a
memorable and significant occasion and that it will have an exhilarating and unifying impact on
all the elements within our university family. Many faculty
members and students are deeply
involved in the preparation for
this event.
The year promises to be exciting. May we live and work and
play and pray together, bound
by the profound unity of our charity and our aspirations. May the
blessing of God impart true vitality to our efforts. May I extend my best wishes for the coming academic year.
Very sincerely yours,
W. Seavey Joyce, S. J.

Dean replies
Dear Editor:
Although Mr. Schonbrun has retracted in his letter any charge
of racism and has pointed out
that, contrary to The Heights
report, he did not allege discrimination I want to add that I agree
with Mr. Schonbrun that the Law
School, like almost every American institution, is not doing
enough for black Americans.
I would, however, like to point
out that the Boston College Law
School had more than 1200 applications for 190 places in the class
which registered in September
1968. Twenty-eight out of the 1200
applications were from black students. Sixteen were accepted and
five registered. All five have
full-tuition scholarships.
The extensive recruiting of
black students done by the Boston
College Law School both in Negro
colleges and in the North over
the past few years has been under the zealous leadership of
Profesesor James L. Houghteling,
Jr. of the Law School's faculty,
rofessor Houghteling was chosen
to teach at a program sponsored
this past summer at the Harvard
Law School for 4 black college
upperclassmen who are thinking
of a career in law. Mr. Houghteling and the Law School have
been working closely with the
newly-formed Council for Legal
Education Opportunity (CLEO)
funded by the OEA and the Ford
Foundation.
The Boston College Law School
will continue to recruit disadvantaged students assisted by
?

the give full-tuition scholarships
made available for these students
by the University.
All of us need, however, the
salutary admonition of Mr. Schonbrun that we are not doing enough
to rectify the countless injustices
inflicted over so long a period
on black Americans.
Cordially yours,
Robert F. Drinan, S. J.
Dean

Schonbrun...
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my unhappiness over your presentation
of my speech to the freshman
class reported in the Ist issue of
your newspaper.

In the first place the speech
which ran four pages in length
was unmercifully chopped up in
your article. The lead headline
had no relation to the thrust of
the speech or to my position as
President of the student body. I
feel that in the interests of honest
reporting you should have printed
a more complete version of the
speech.
Lastly I would like to retract

the use of the word racism. While

enough is not being done here at
the Law School on minority group
problems, the reasons do not stem

from any racist intentions on the
part on anyone here.
Lawrence W. Schonbrun
President
Student Bar Association -?
Boston College Law School
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CzechoslvakiINVASION

In the early morning hours of
August 21, the armies of the Warsaw Pact invaded the Czechoslovakian nation. The Western press
"played up" the story at that
time as was to be expected. The
followup, however, has been
meagre.
Rev. James Skehan, S.J., Chair
man of the BC Dept. of Geology
and Geophysics, was one of 3,200
scientists who were ni Prague at
the time of the invasion attending
the twenty-third International
Geological Congress. Fr. Skehan

and a fellow scientist-friend,
Brother Nicholas Sullivan of LaSalle College in Philadelphia, have
allowed the Heights to print narratives of their experiences in the
city during the invasion and occupation.

Fr. Skehan had been in Czechoslovakia since August 10. From
August 1 to 17, Fr. Skehan was
in the eastern region of Slovakia
on a geological field trip through
the mining district of Banska
Stavnika. The map on the lower
left of this page depicts Fr.
Skehan's journey, which brought
him through Kosice and Bradislava. He was struck, he says, by
the "new hopes, new aspirations,
and enthusiasm for the future" of
these people.
What they enjoyed most, he
says, was the new openness of
expression?the freedoms of assembly and of the press. Even
during the invasion, newspapers
were printed and radio stations
courageously broadcast what was
happening.

Fr. Skehan was in charge of

the evacuation of the American
delegation at his hotel and as a
result came into contact with
many of the Czeck officials. He
said they were united in their
plea that the Americans "tell the
outside world what is happening
here." He noted that the Czecks
met the situation differently from
the Hungarians in 1956, in that
their shock forced them into the
streets to ask the tank drivers
and soldiers why they had come.
They could not believe that their
Russian brothers had done this.
Father's general impression of
the country was that the economy
was extremely tight. He said he
was reminded of New England
during the Depression. Workers'
salaries Were very low and previous to January of this year,
most people lived in fear of reprisals for the smallest offenses
against the rule of the party.
The new freedom was typified
by a growing understanding between the Cernik-Svoboda-Dubcek
government and the religious leaders of the nation. The day before

the invasion, the bishops of Czeckoslovakia had met with government leaders and agreed to aid
in the development of the country.
The following accounts were
left in their original form as far
as possible, so that the flavor of

the experiencewould carry across
to the reader. The photos in the
section are from the first underground newspaper printed in
Prague after the invasion and
have never been reproduced in
the Western press.
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Prague: a personal account Rev. Skehan, S.J.
?

The twenty-third International

Geological Congress opened in
Prague on Aug. 19, with almost

2500 geologists in attendance. It
was an elegant affair with the
assembly opened and closed by
the beautiful music of the Prague
Symphony Orchestra.
The speakers incuded the prime
minister of Czechoslovakia, Oldrich Cernik, and the Lord Mayor
of Prague, both of whom welcomed the Congress and expressed hope that the field trips before and after the assembly would
be a great success.
The former president of the
Congress turned the session over
to Joseph Svoboda, a friend of
mine since 1960. He gave a speech
I was somewhat concerned about,
for its strong tone could bring
political reprisal if the situation
ever changed, as it did only 36
hours later.
The invasion of Czechoslovakia
by Russian troops took place on
the night of Aug. 20, Tuesday,
and throughout he early morning
hours of the 21st. Although I am
generally a sound sleeper, I
slept very restlessly on the night
of the invasion, presumably because of the great amount of noise
in the streets just outside the hotel
window.
In the course of the night, I interpreted a lot of the noise to be
the clanging of the streetcars and
movement of othe traffic. I do
remember waking and writing
some postcards; a couple of times
in the course of the night I got
up when I heard excessive noise
and looked out the window.
I remember seeing one large
truck which in retrospect must
certainly have been a Soviet vehicle loaded with arms and supplies, but at the time, I thought
it was perhaps some kind of a
milk truck or the like.
At quarter of six, I pressed and
went down to the lobby and out to
the front steps of the hotel. I had
been doing my running almost

every morning and Professor
Charles Vitaliano had started to
join me in this exercise.
The morning of the invasion he
stopped by the hotel's desk to
ask about the Swiss Air offices
The man at the desk misunderstood and said, "Oh, you can't fly
out of the airport today. The airport is closed today," without offering any further explanation.
Charlie decided not to pursue
the question until we could find
someone who could speak English,
but on the front steps fo the hotel
I noticed fighter planes streaking
through the sky with great speed
and transports flying to and from
the direction of the Prague airport.

It was entirely unbelievable
that these should be Russian
planes, and therefore we speculated that the Czechs must be
putting on a display of air power.
Although we had not been able to
keep up with the news because of
the language barrier, we speculated that theremust be some emergency that would fire the Czechs
to such a large demonstration.
Even at 6 in the morning,
there was a very great crowd of
people at the tramway, but the
trams were not running. After
running down the road for about
three quarters of a mile, we turned around and ran back to the
hotel without incident and without actually seeing any Russian
tanks.
Once inside the hotel, we were
passing by the reception desk
where we heard one of the officials of the movie company who
were filming The Bridge at Ramagan phoning members of his
cast. He was shouting into the
phone, "Get out of bed as fast
as you can! Get packed. Czechoslovakia has been invaded, and
Prague is full of Russian tanks
and troops!"
The movie company was in the
Hotel International when I arrived Sunday, with Robert Vaughn

and Ben Gazzaraamong the more

prominent stars. When we heard
the official, we asked if what he
was saying was really so. He

said it was absolutely true, and
he wanted to get his whole cast
together and drive as a convoy
out of the country as soon as possible.
As soon as I heard this, I went
to the switchboard to try to contact the American embassy. The
lady at the switchboard was pale
and trembling, obviously in a
great panic, and she pointed out
the window saying, "Russki, Russia."
I dashed to the windowand sure
enough, a large Russian tank was
stopped just outside, with a tall,
rugged looking tank commander
with obvious Mongolian features,
sitting up there like a wooden
Indian
I then called the American Embassy, who verified the fact of
the invasion and who said to stay
inside the hotel and to plan to
leave the country as soon as possible. They told me to keep in
touch and not to go outside the
hotel.
\u25a0I turned on the television set in
the lobby of the hotel, but all we
could judgeof the messages were
a few words that we recognized
and the pictures that appeared
every so often. After breakfast I
made contact with a young Slovak friend who spoke English
very well and arranged to have
him translate what was happening on the television set.
Later in the morning he became worried about the possible
presence of Soviet police or informers in the lobby of the hotel
and told me to come up to his
room where he would translate
the radio for us. This we did.
I was told that the invasion
had started about 11 at night
with a Soviet transport plane that
signalled the Prague control
tower that it had trouble and that
it had to land The story I heard

said the plane was filled with
Russian soldiers dressed as civilians who came off the plane into
the terminal with suitcases filled
with weapons.
A tank was disgorged from the
transport and set up in battleready position as soon as the soldiers took over the control tower.
I heard that the Czechs turned out
the lights throughout the airport,
but were warned that if they did
not turn them on immediately the
tank would open fire on the control tower. So the Czechs capitulated and the airport was taken

over. -

From that time on, the air was
filled with transports filling the
city with large tanks. By morning,
I saw a number of very swift amphibious tanks moving around the
city. Presumably some of these
were fast enough to come in from
the adjacent countries without
having to be flown in.
In the early morning, I could
see trucks loaded with Russian

soldiers, munitions, and supplies
moving past the hotel. One tank
had taken up a position just outside my window within plain view
at all times, cutting off the street
leading to the Czech barracks
and several other streets leading
from the intersection
One of the things that impressed
me was the fact that the Czech
people were talking to the Russian soldiers, who were sitting on
top of the tanks holding their
machine guns at the ready, and
questioning them about why they
had come into the country.
There were several different reactions the Russians thought they
were coming in to put down coun?

ter-revolutionary activity in
Czechoslovakia, that they were
simply on maneuvers, or that they
had really been sent to Germany
to quell uprisings.
As soon as I had translations,
it became clear that there were
only two free radios left in
Czechoslovakia Bratislava and
and Radio Free Prague I was listening to the one in Bratislava
when they indicated that their
studio had been surrounded and
that within a few minutes they
had to capitulate. They went off
the air with a funeral dirge that
must have been playing when the
Russians took the studios.
I understand from the young
Slovak who was translating for
me and who was from Bratislava
that he and his family were very
worried and depressed by this
seemingly complete takeover of
communications media throughout Czechoslovakia. Naturally the
Soviets attempted to take over ail
communicationsmedia in order to
keep the people disorganized.
The one remaining channel that
the leaders of Czechoslovakia
had with the people was through
the communications media and
now the only outlet left was TV,
which was shut down about 12:30
PM, and Radio Free Prague,
which was never suppressed during the days that followed. Radio
Free Prague gave the impression
that they were operating from a
mobile vehicle and the Russians
were never able to find it
Every few minutes in the course
of the early morning, there had
been meetings in various factories
an dorganizations. Reports were
coming in that unanimous or almost unanimous support was
being given to Dubcek and Svoboda by all of these organizations.
(Continued on Page 13)

The hours
NICHOLAS SULLIVAN
La Salle College
August 21, 1968?the day I met
Shirley Temple Black.
9400 Hours:
Awakened by low-flying planes.
Gunfire nearby and yells of students; thought it was fireBy BRO.

crackers.
0500 ours:

Staccato of gunfire replaced by
sounds of heavy artillery. Learned
later these were tanks firing.
Planes continue buzzing hotel until 070 at 30-second intervals.
These were both fighters and
transports. Did not know of Russian occupation until Iwent downstairs at 0530.
Four tanks were parked in front
of Hotel Europa. I was told that
these were Bulgarian tanks,
(since then I have been told there
were no Bulgarians in Prague).
No trams or buses running. Went
outside to Vaclavske Namesti, the
main boulevard in Prague. Many
people milling about.
Saw bodies of three students
who had been killed earlier at
comer. Walked up Vaclavske
Namesti to museum at Wenceslaus Square. Facade of building
pockmarked with bullets, most
windows broken, fire on upper

story, snipers still firing at Russians from upper windows. Returned to Hotel Europa passing
three columns of Russian tanks,
each column having seven-ten
tanks each.
At breakfast it was announced
that all trains and planes had
stopped and border was sealed.
We registered our* names and
passport numbers at desk for
transmission to U.S. Embassy.
0900 Hours:
All sorts of rumors. Supposedly
Rumania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia have also been occupied by
Russians. A convoy of tanks paraded by hotel every 15 minutes
in a show of power. Orgiinally the
numbers on these tanks were covered by paper but students tore
paper off tanks exposing numbers.
Tank crews were grimy, and
seemed to have been riding in
tanks for a long period of time.
These were 50-ton Russian tanks.
Intermingled with them were
much smaller tanks with parachute insignia on sides. These apparently had been parachuted in,
earlier in the morning.
?915 Hours:
Rifle fire broke out two blocks
south at National Museum and
nearby buildings. Heavy gunfire
from National Museum, heavy returning gunfire by Russian rifles.
Streets cleared rapidly of civilians
at this point. We were told to stay
off street, but I went outside at
0930. Many people came up to me
and were in tears as they at-
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of invasion Br. Nicholas Sullivan

tempted to explain what had happened. All wanted the U.S. to do
something.

Students waving Czech flags
cruised by in trucks and on
motorbikes. Many of these darted
in and out of Russian convoys.
Some students managed to ride
on tanks for a short time while
waving Cech flags.
or a short period there were
tremendous cheers as people
thought these were Czech tanks.
In early part of the day tank
commanders rode in full view but
by 1100 all tanks were buttoned
up, cruising at faster rate of
speed and ignoring obstacles in
road.
Went for a walk at 1000 with
R. B. L. Carroll, McGill University. Post Office occupied. Very
few stores opened. Walked down
Jindrisska to intersection with
Senovazna. .Many troops here
guarding what apparently are
ministry buildings, ome troops
wearing helmets, but majority of
troops wear'fatigue caps. Troops
at ease; some chatting with citizens. Tanks guarded all main intersections.
Returned to Nekazanke and
walked north. Eight cars had been
smashed and crushed by tanks on
this narrow street. Many people
inspecting debris. I expected explosions as gasoline from auto
tanks was dripping all over debris

?

dents continue marching up and
down waving either black flags,
Czech flags or flags which have
been dipped in blood of comrades
presumably killed.
This is a strangely exhilarating
experience and none of the American delegates to the IGC to whom
I spoke seem afraid; quite an adventure, at least to this point.
1300:
Much yelling on the boulevard
but hotel relatively tranquil. Word
received from American Embassy
that there is no hope for transportation for several days. Many
heavy explosions can now be
heard; cannot determine if these
are shots or not
1315:
Many artillery rounds nearby.
Am now in my room, cannot determine precise location of shots.
Much gunfire from small arms
nearby.

1400:
After lunch walked up Vaclavske Namesti with John Hoyt, Marine Inst, Univ. Georgia, and
George Keller, Miami, Florida.
Much smoke near National Museum. Behind here was a scene of
utter devastation. About 12 trams
had been burned and run over by
tanks; fires were burning in several large buildings mainly in
Radio Prague on Vinomadska.
Firemen were trying ineffectually to extinguish the blazes. People were milling about, and Rusof crushed cars.
Naprikope
Reached
and turned sian soldiers were in great abunwest. Several tanks blockaded dance. In these blocks, store
street. Was warned by Czechs not fronts were smashed, stores gutto attempt going further so turned ted, all windows broken, trees
broken off, many small cars and
around and walked back to Senovazna. Many students cheering trucks burned and crushed, tram
and yelling while travelling back wires down, tracks broken, and
and forth in trucks. Troops were street in general a hell of a mess.
Many tanks, armored carriers,
being jeered and spit upon but
remained impassive, although all amphibious vehicles moved by.
troops held rifles or machine guns Even bridge battalions (these
cradled in their arms.
were engineering batalions carryPassed many groups guarding ing sections of bridges to be used
buildings here. Finally got to Jinin case bridges across river in
Prague were destroyed).
drisska. People gathered in clusters around transistor radios.
Gunfire broke out every few
Back to Vaclavske Namesti. A minutes and sent people scurrylarge Russian tank burning near ing. Spoke with many many peothe National Museum. The fuel ple all of who urged that we
drums on the rear of the tank had spread the word of their dissatisbeen set ablaze. There was a body faction with the Russians (and
on the street, could not tell if it this is putting it mildly) upon our
was a soldier as body was badly return.
burned.
All the buildings in this section
By now Vaclavske Namesti is
of town show damage. Bullet
extremely confused with ambuscars, windows shattered, etc.
lances racing back and forth, stuSmoke from fires blocks out sky.
dents dashing about with flags, One armored column of Russian
tanks rumbling up and down the soldiers had to back out of one
street every few minutes and street that was blocked by burnsmoke from burning tanks rolling ing buses.
People cheering fire at Radio
over the street. Occasionally
Prague, firemen unable to get
troops would fire into the air attempting to scatter civilians.
streams of water above third
However, this failed to intim- floor. Fourth, fifth, and sixth
idate crowds and I continued to floors burning brightly. Flames
walk towards National Museum spreading to nearby buildings and
ladder is being raised to rescue
dodging burning tanks whose ammunition was exploding. Five civwoman (apparently old) leaning
ilians killed near tanks, apparentout of third floor.
More gunfire. Soldiers seem
ly by ammunition that shot forth
quite frightened and many are
when tanks exploded.
A second tank was set afire firing into the upper stories of
about this time and drove off buildings.
quickly to the north away from 1500:
the Museum. Several minutes
Returned to the Vaclavske Namlater a big ball of black smoke esti where large groups of stuarose from its location. Immeddents slowly marched down the
iately cheers from the population. street carrying flags dipped in
Even with all the uproar many blood. Hundreds of students jampeople continued to walk the med around statue of St. Wencesstreet periodically running when laus. Streets jammed with with
gunfire was heard.
people; not many Russians in evi1130:
dence.
Five photogeraphers were shot
Ambulances rushing about with
at National Museum. More ambuwounded. One ambulance passed
lances. Russian jets continue to and had blood pouring from unbuzz city. However, bands of studerneath the back door. Few pri-

vate cars in evidence.

our hotel where
seem to be located on tap

street from
snipers

UN:

Shooting has ceased, ight rain
as more students paraded
down length of Vaclaske Namestki. Russian troops are jeered
when they drive oy, but otherwise
no incidents.
Supper-food running low
Bob
Deitz joined John, George and
myself for supper. Bob claims
Shirley Temple is in Hotel Alcron.
doubted this so we walked over
to Hotel Alcron, where Dietz
shows us Shirley Temple.
I will never forget August 21st,
the day I met Shirley Temple.
She is much smaller and older
than I expected.
Hotel Alcron has open wire to
New York being used by reporters
for ABC, CBS and NBC. TELEX
also working, many people
making reservations for tomorrow with hotels in Vienna. I have
my doubts that these reservations
will be used.
2130:
We walked six blocks to Hotel
Krivan all quiet. Fire trucks were
returning to the central fire station after finally extinguishing the
blaze at Radio Prague. Several
Russian armored troop carriers
passed by but did not stop us.
Hardly anyone else on the street.
Walls and windows of buildings
plastered with slogans and signs
praising Dubcek and urging resistance to Russia. Bar at hotel
closed, but clerk had four bottles
of what she claimed was Coca
Cola. Poor imitation.
Walked back to hotel as 12 Russian tanks parked on Vaclanske
Namesti near hotel; infantry on
tanks.
2219:
All quiet.
falling

?

2200:

Block erupted, with many volleys of small arms fire. Quite a
barrage. Apparently all the Russians are rifing at once. Whine of
bullets all around. Russians are
firing into building across the

floor.
2225:
Firing extremely intense.
Tracers falling into courtyard by
my window, sounds like hail.
2226:
Left my room as did everyone
else. Most people in hotel crowded
in corridor. Crossed corridor,
went into vacated room and
looked out window onto street (I
was on second floor). Russians on
ground deployed around trucks
and tanks firing at snipers. Facade of building a shambles. Windows shot out, many bullet marks.
Street lights on; neon sign on
stores continued to function; eerie
sight

2230:
Firing stopped. Russians fanned
out and moved down Stepanska
Street
2300:
Went to bed. Slept peacefully;
awakened only twice by nearby
gunfire.

AUGUST 22nd
0800 Hours:
Morning quiet. Walked to the
American Embassy. Word was
that buses were being sent from
Vienna to take out women, children, and families first, then
single people. Relative calm in
Embassy. Had 15 minute chat
with Consul there. He did not
seem to know what was going on
either.
John, George, and I walked up
to Presidential Palace and Cathedral of St. Vitus. Ringed with

troops. Many of these troops
wearing red berets. We were told

Svoboda and Dubcek were in the

Palace.

Walked back to town square at
Staromestke. Heavy concentration
of troops there, with tanks at all

intersections. Several anti-aircraft

guns in center of square. Every
few minutes large armored carrier roars around periphery of
(ContinueJ on Page 23)
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Fr. Skehan:
(Continued from Page 11)
In later news releases after I
got out of Czechoslovakia, I discovered that the timetable which
seems to have been set up by the
Russians was that they expected
to have all of the major cities
of Czechoslovakia occupied and
secured by 7:00 in the morning.
These reports from the various
factories and all of the groups
throughout the country must have
set back the Soviet planning.
From what I had seen during
the ten days or so prior to the invasion in my travels throughout
Slovakia and in my association
with the Czech people in Prague
and reports that I received from
many people who had travelledto
many different places, I certainly
would have expected nothing different from the Czech people from
what actually happened. They
seemed to be very excited about
their new-found freedom from the
police state and were looking forward to the kind of freedom that
they had experienced once again
during the last six months
Early in the morning of the
first day of the invasion, it became clear that the Russians
were rounding up many fo the
most influential intellectuals and
public figures especially those
who were influential in the communications media. The editor of
themost influential liberal newspaper in Prague was announced
as missing and although it was not
clear at that time whether he had
been taken by the Russians or
whether he had gone into hiding
it was one of the worries that the
Czechs and Slovaks had that
many other people would be

Br. Sullivan:
(Conttoued from Page 12)

square to keep back large numbers of people.
Many people talking to soldiers
who seem totally befuddled. Some
students actually on tanks; one
student in fact, jumping back and
forth over gun barrel. Tank commander was revolving turret trying to dislodge student who then
jumped in other direction. He continued jumping back and forth
across gun barrel for fvie minutes.
1100:
Walked back to hotel. Many
tanks and troops along Vaclavske
Namesti protecting Soviet Cultural Mission, Aeroflot, and other
Soviet buildings. In several
places, large crowds jeered the
troops, but the Russians do not
seem phased by this. Six troop
kitchens rolled by, followed by
several trucks of food.
1200:
Had lunch.
1300:
eft for four-hour walk around
town. All quiet, but street signs
and house numbers are being removed to confuse Russians.
1700:
Over to Hotel Alcron after supper. Rather gay mood there; apparently car convoy of this morning got through to Austria.
2200:
Curfew was enforced rigorously.
We were stopped three times
while walking back to the hotel
and told t oreturn to the hotel
immediately. Most Americans in
hotel have not left the hotel for
the past two days. This is un-

fortunate as they have missed
witnessing an extremely historic
occasion.
Rumor is that trains will leave
tomorrow. (Actually a train had
left at 1930 hours but went to the
wrong railroad station and had to
return with all their luggage.)
Several Americans organizing rest
of delegation (there are about 50
of us) to get luggage and ourselves to railroad station in the
morning.

AUGUST 23rd
Up at 0510 but already most of
the American residents of the
hotel were milling around the
second floor "round table." Another meeting in progress (about
the 12th so far, I think) concerning movement to station, but
George, John and I went downstairs and ate a leisurely breakfast. Practically everybody else is
upstairs discussing ways of getting to the station.
I noticed several public buses
running so we went out to see if
they went to the railroad station.
Streets were jammed with people
and several trucks had started repairing trolley wires. However,
ten Russian tanks still parked directly across from hotel with guns
aimed at our windows, it was consoiling to know that we were so
well protected during the night.
Buses were running but not to
the immediate vicinity of the station which is about two kilometers
away. Trams were running on
the west side of the river. Went
up to Hotel Alcron; people there
claimed buses were being sent to
take them to railroad station.

Went back to Europa. Several
taxis ahd appeared and were
shuttling people to the station. So
I packed and waited until everyone except E. K. Lehman from
Minneapolis, and myself had left.
Czechs refused to accept payment for services rendered the
three of us. With luggage gammed
into a small Volkswagen and took
a circuitous route to the station.
Several of the bridges were barricaded by Russian tanks.
Another mob scene at station.
Many local trains were running
so people from all over were
crowding station. En route to station I noted that queues at food
stores were much smaller than
yesterday. John Hoyt purchased
eight first-class tickets for Cheb

on the Czechoslovakian-German
border. These were for George,
John, the Shorts, the Eimons, and
myself.

Up on the platform I noticed a
number of steam engines at the
far end so we walked down to
insepct them. While George and
I stood looking at the steam engines the train for Cheb backed
in and an empty first class coach
stopped right in front of us.
George jumped in and claimed
one compartment while I went
back for the rest of the party and
their luggage. It turns out that
the train was to go all the way
through to Paris (hopefully).
The train became incredibly
crowded. Approximately 1500 peo(Continued on Page 14)

rounded up and liquidated. Later

Pravada announced that 40,000
people were marked for liquidation during the process of '?normalization" of Czechoslovakia.
Those geologists who had all
of their family with them in Prague were at least relieved that
they were not split up at the
time of the invasion. Some geologists were extremely worried
because their families were at
home and they were completely
cut off from communication with
them during the invasion, especially some of the men from eastern Slovakia whom I had got to
know in the course of the pre-Congress days.
From the front steps of the
Hotel International, we were able
to see people queauing up at the
grocery stores in long lines to
buy groceries. It seemed that
with the uncertainty of how long
the occupation might be they feared a food shortage.
I was told by the lady on the
reception desk that an announcement of an important statement
to be made at 2:00 AM on the
radio At that time, Dubcek came
on the radio and announced that
Czechoslovakia was being invaded, and he urged that theCzechoslovakians not resist the Russian
army by military force.
This in retrospect and even as
we looked at it at that time, was
the only sensible reaction. However it certainly grated on the
best instincts of these people and
especially those of the younger
people who had not gone through
the previous wars that have been
so much a part of the history of

Czechoslovakia.

It had been amply demonstrated
during the period of the Warsaw
Pact war games which ended only
a day of two before I got to Bratislava that all of Czechoslovakia
was at the mercy of the Russian

army The Russians occupied
every major valley and knew all
of the details of the Czechoslovak
country side and were familiar
with all or most of their installations.
These war games were certainly used as advance preparation
for the actual invasion and occupation of Czechoslovakia. However, all of the other necessary
parts of occupation planning had
been almost totally neglected
The Russian army expected to
be warmly received by the Czechoslovakian people, and it came
as a rude shock to be rebuffed so
by their former friends and allies
during the days of the occupation.
The people of Czechoslovakia
have long had a close relationship
and a deep affection for Russians since in part, at least, their
histories intertwine. However, the
war games and the subsequent invasion have bitterly alienated the

people of

Czechoslovakia from
the Russian leaders and the Russian military
We tried to keep the Congress
meetings going on Wednesday the
first day of the invasion, but it
soon became clear that the tanks
and the occupation of downtown
Prague had disrupted all tram
and bus service and every other
means of mechanical transportation.
tion. Most of the people attending
the Congress were living in the
down town section of Prague or
in some of the outlying districts
on the other side of the Vltava
River. (I was in the hotel nearest
the Technical Institute where the
Congress meetings were being
held.)
During the first day of the invasion the Congress was essentially closed down because of a
lack of sufficient number of people to attend However there was a
great concern and effort on the
part of all of us to try to keep the
Congress going as long as possible. Every afternoon there was
a meting of the delegates from
the various countries at the Technical Institute to provide as much

pertinent information as possible
regarding the situation and to
vote upon a course of action with
regard to continuing or discontinuing the Congress.

On Wednesday afternoon at
5:30 we held a meeting at the
Technical Institute with the major
question being whether to continue the meeting or not. We as-

certained from Joseph Svoboda
and the other officers of the Congress that their personal preference would be to keep the Congress operating as long as this
was safe and feasible.
All of us of course wanted to
provide them with all the support
possible without entering into
political protest, and it seems that
supporting them and their desires
to continue the sessions was the
strongest possible non-political
protest that a scientific body such

as ours, representing 19 different countries, could register to
such an invasion.
The French delegation, represented by Francois Gogel, spoke,
and he asked that the Congress
be disbanded immediately because he said it was obviously
impossible to keep the Congress
sessions operating without a great
deal of political unrest and conflict creeping in and disrupting
the Congress itself
From the murmuring that went
through the crowd of delegates,
it was obvious that his fears were
not shared by most of the delegates present. A representative
of the United Kingdom arose and
voiced the opposite sentiment,
namely that he felt that in defer(Continued on Page 14)
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Br. Sullivan:

Fr. Skehan:
(Continued from Page 13)
to the outstanding preparations, the many years of planning,
and the excellent execution of the
Congress program that had gone
on in the two previous days, he
expressed the sentiment that we
ought to try to keep the Congress
going as long as this was feasible
and safe.
He was greeted enthusiastically
upon the completion of his speech.
Then a giant of a man from East
Germany spoke representing his
delegation, and he voiced essentially the same sentiments.
Everyone of us who recognized
the fact that all of us were somewhat apprehensive of his reaction
before he spoke, feeling that he
might adopt a line quite in accord with the political line of the
invading forces, and we were all
very much pleased and surprised at his response. He was cheered very loudly and applauded for
a great length of time.
Most of the American delegation had gathered around Henry
Faul, chairman of the department
of geology at the University of
Pennsylvania, since we knew that
Henry was fluent in CzechoslovakFrench, Russian, and a number of other languages. Henry
was providing a simultaneous
translation of various speakers in
a low tone of voice. Since Tom
Nolan, who was chairman of the
American delegation, was a virtual prisoner in his hotel, we encouraged Henry to speak on behalf of the American delegation,
to continue the Congress.
When the question came to a
vote, with only two abstentions
and nine negative votes from the
French, all of the other assembled delegates voted to continue
the Congress as long as it was possible.
Some of the Czechs and Slovaks
at the Congress who obviously
had a better grasp of what was
happening than we did tried to be
optimistic, but it was dear that
they feared very much that the
country would be in danger of
reverting to a Stalinist type of
police state, and had tears in
their eyes and were very depressed about the future prospects.
Some of them undoubtedly were
rather fearful of reprisals for
some of their liberal views which
they had perhaps not been very
careful to conceal.
By this time, I had become acquainted with some forty or fifty
geologists from various parts of

ence

Czechoslovakia and some of them

I had got to know quite well. On
Monday, the first day of the Congress, I had talked with one Catholic geologist for about forty five
minutes.
He had approachedme and asked me if I were a Catholic priest.
When he found out that I was, and
I found that he was a Catholic, I
was very anxious to talk with
him and find out what the
Churh's situation was. He indicated that the situation had been
vastly imprvoed during the past
six months and that the future
looked very good.
He was bale to give me a great
deal of information and insight
into the situation prior to January 1968. He indicated that it was
necessary for him to go to a different church each Sunday in order not to be spotted going Since
the Russians have made such a
point of the fact that their brand
of communism is atheistic, anyone who is a churchgoer is automatically an enemy of the state.
I told him that I would like to
make contact with some of the
priests in Prague, and if possible
to say Mass in some of the more
ancient churches or monasteries.
I had had great difficulty in trying to find where the bishop of
Prague's residence was, since I
had wanted to say Mass at the
Cathedral.
I had visited the Cathedral on
Monday, but was unsuccessful,
mostly because of the language
barrier, in locating anyone from
whom I could get permission to
say Mass in the Cathedral. This
gentleman knew the rector at
the monastery of which St. Albert
the Great was the first superior,
and I had planned to say Mass
there Thursday evening before
going to dinner wiht him and his
wife. This of course never materialized, since it would have been
dangerous for him to be seen with
me once the invasion had taken
place, especially in a contextoutside of the Congress.
One of the very distressing situations thatmade it very difficult
to evaluate how much resistance
the Czechs would offer was the
shooting of twenty Czech civilians
in Wenceslas Square in the course
fo thefirst morning of the invasion. From television it was very
clear that a great deal more unrest and beligerence was in the
downtown section of Prague than
was across the river where we
were.
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The radio and television gave us
the impression that the people in
Wenceslas Square, although not
openly resisting the Russians with
arms, were resisting them by a
number of different means. Some
of the Czechs lay down in the path
of the Russians and the tanks
rode over at least a few of them.
There were snipers shooting occasionally from the upper windows of the Geological Museum
in Wenceslas Square and the Russians opened up and fired on the
museum, infbeting damage there
which was more severe than to
any other building in Prague.
Many other geologists are writing reports and reminiscences of
their experiences in Prague, and
the first hand story will become
clearer once I hear from some of
these people and get photographs
and slides from them.

English Dept.
(Continued from Page 1)

include meetings with their various constituencies (which will be
announced regularly in The
Heights), a monthly meeting with
the chairman, and possibly meetings with the department faculty.
In commenting on the establishment of this committee, Dr.
Hughes said that the English
Dept. had a reputation and tradition of academic innovation. He
added that this tradition was
mainly concerned with faculty affairs and that he felt the dept.
should expand this innovation by
giving the students some voice in
the affairs of the dept.
The Theology Dept also has a
student committee which advises
the chairman, Rev. William Leonard, S. J., though this group is directly appointed by the chairman
and is essentially advisary.
The Chairman of the Philosophy
Dept. Rev. Joseph Flanagan, S.J.,
established a committee to plan
the undergraduate curriculum
last year which also composed of
students. Fr. Flanagan said that
he was naw working on a committee for the graduate students.

(Continued from Page 13)
pie and luggage. Eventually there
were ten of us in our compart-

ment and we took turns standing,
rank M. Hrachovsky from 111.
Inst, of Tech. in Chicago had his
89-year-old father with him so we
gave him a seat The train left
at 1010 and moved rather swiftly
along the river through Karlstein
where I had visted the castle on
Tuesday, the 20th, Beroun, and on

uLdj
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(Continued from Page 1)
'70, Bill O'Dowd, A&S, '69, Gerry
Ahearn, A&S, '69.
The group intends to concentrate on affairs immediately affecting students, however since
these will in some cases be issues
with national implications, the organization will indircetly be concerned with affairs of a larger
than university scope.
In its first meeting, the committee outlined possible future target
for consideration by the members.
Most of the activities mentioned
concerned the general themes of
university complicity in racism
and the military. Investigation of
university finances, the disenfranchisement of ROTC, the organization of student tenant
groups, and relief to Biafra are
some of the major activities under consideration.
Also on the agenda are activities more strictly of interest to
BC students, such as gaining more
student control over course curriculum and course content.
According to Jim Cronin, one of
the members of the steering committee, "SCC is trying to develop
an alternate life style for people.
We hope to eventually sponsor
radical education projects designed to challenge the traditional'liberal' assumptions upon which
most foour society is based."

on ten cars. No dinner. The
aisles were packed solid with peoto Pilsen. We stopped here at
noon for an hour due to a general
strike. We passed around rolls,
candy, vodka, and such as the
train slowly made its way to Cheb.

pie

Met Jim Skehan from Boston
College and had a long chat. The
compartment became the scent
of a combination geological symposium, punning session and a
general air of comraderie pervaded. Reached Cheb at 1530. No
Russians, but because of large
number of people passport inspection took two hours. No one allowed off train but Czech children
walked alongside handing up
buckets of water.

At 1730 a steam enigne from
the German railways hooked on
and pulled us to Schirnding in
West Germany. As we passed border I noted one Russian armored
carrier but no soldiers. At Schirnding German passport controlperfunctorilly inspected train. Fruit
vendors with small cart practically mobbed by people. We obtained a dozen oranges, some peanuts and 12 cans of Coca Cola.
The cuisine is superb but the
menu is limited.
inally rolled in Nuerenberg at
2100. Jim and I got a room at the
Grand Hotel and had dinnerabout
2300. Called Philbins in Stuggart
and told them I would be down
the next afternoon.
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Heights Interview:

Dave "The Dart" Returns

By Jim Creamer
Two years ago this week, Dave Thomas started at quarterback for Boston College
in the first game of his college career. He was new and untried, but the darling of the
team; they called him Dave the Dart. He was considered the most promising player to
come to the Eagle's squad in years.
Then, in the VMI game that had to give up his position and as after the injury", he is glad that
year, after successive losses to he says"the dream shattered he is at least playing. He has no
Navy and Ohio University, a
regrets either, for the pressure
unhappily
of playing quarterback is also reseparation
shoulder
moved. "Of course, the pressure
quarterback.
ended his career at
has changed. The Navy game two
Dave, as "The Dart", was
years back was my first and at
through.
QB I was really tense. Now it's
After surgery, he found he
different. The fans don't look at
1

could still play football and Jim
Miller, then coach of the Eagle
grid team, gave him another
chance. This time, however, it
was at a new position in the defensive backfield. And now, at
the beginning of his senior year
Dave is firmly nestled into the
"rover-back" spot in pass defense.
Regrettable as it was that Dave

you as much when you're a rover.
It's not a pressure position in that
sense. But the pressure to win,
to work as a team, is always present."
Any problems Dave may have
had with his desire to play has
been negatedby the advent of the
new coach. "It's all for the team
now especially since Coach Yukica arrived and rightly so."

Dave Thomas
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SOMEWHERE IN EXILE
was the BCAA's sports schedule last
week, after a mysterious move from its two-year site at Beacon and
Lake Streets. Photographer George Rezk thinks it's hidden near Alumni Stadium.

Dave has matured greatly in
the past two years. Now married
to the former Linda Dominice, he
is livingin an apartment in Brighton. Although family life and his
career in accounting take up
much of his time, much of his
time he finds must be spent with
the sport he loves. "With the injury, a lot seemed to die in me.
My hopes and all that. I'm forcing myself now to put just as
much into the job as I did before
and I want to prove that I can
play. With luck, I may be spotted by the pros."
Considering the air of bad luck
that has enveloped his football
career, he deserves such a
chance.
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Typing $1. per 1,000 wds

IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to
be a leader .. . courage to speak out
... to point the way ... to say,
"Follow Me!" In a crisis, it takes
action to survive ... the kind of dccisive action that comes from a man
of sound instinct, as well as intelligence.

THEY KNOW that it takes coura ge t0 stand up for America against
the pseudo intellectual professors,
the hippies, the press and the entire
liberal Establishment. And they've
got that couraSe-

-

Thousands and thousands of
tomorrow's leaders the thinking
young men and women of America
If America is to survive this crisis wno have courage and who are
if the youth of America are to willing to act ?are joining
inherit a sane and even promising YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You
world, we must have courageous, should join, too.
constructive leadership. The kind of
. Send. in. the
-~ihere are no dues.
_ .
leadership
that onlyJ George G.
r
coupon to receive your membership
Wallace-of all Presidential can- card) the YFW Newsletter and a
didates?has to offer. That's why copy 0 f "STAND UP FOR
young Americans who really think AMERICA,"the story of George
support Wallace.
C. Wallace.

youth for Wallace w^BS

1 am
years old and pledge to support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my membership card in YOUTH FOR WALLACE and the
Newsletter.

_____
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The War Against
The Young
Richard Poirier

Schill

In China this will be the year of
the rooster, but at B.C. it may
very well be the year of the runner. At least Coach Gilligan thinks
he has something to crow about.
"We have a promising young
team (mostly sophomores) and
John Kinchla, a junior, should be

a standout."
Close on his heels will be sophs

John lies, Yin Catano, Paul Bosco, and Don Ricciato. They will

provide the depth that has been
lacking in previous years. Many
others have looked good in practice, noteably senior Ken Sullivan.

A large number of injuries contributed to the poor record of the

last few years, but this curse may
have been dispelled; Mr. Gilligan
is looking for a .500 season. Kinchla suffered a brkoen arm in the
spring, but has recovered nicely.
Harvard will be one of the
toughest opponents, considering
their recent 15-45 romp voer
Northeastern. Springfield, a perennial contender, and Holy Cross
with its star, Art Delong, should
be tough also.
The frosh team, too, is in very
good shape. Coach MacNeill says
that state two mile champ, Dick
Mahoney, of B.C.H.S. is among
the best freshmen around.

COLLEGE
POLL

Andre Malraux
Two from Anti-Memoirs \/, \fc___ik I!

Part

jl

SUNDAY, SEPT. 29

What Do
College Students
Think of
Plus Comments from the Combatants

A Special Section
It's a real war, says Richard
Poirier, our man at the frorit,
and it threatens the destruction
of our best natural resource,,
the rebelliousness and hopefulness of our young.

Violence?
A

new, every Sunday
campus .feature
based on interviews
at 40 colleges

See the
?

..

"Why we're against the biggees," and other voices from
the battlefield.
and Nicholas yon Hoffman
describes the puzzlement of

the class of '43.
PHONE
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PRINT

Allow 1 week

Outlook promising
for Cross-Country

October 6
What Do College Stu-

dents Really Want??

Their 5 Most Repeated
Demands.

j[\
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THE HEIGHTS

Tuesday, October 2,1968

FIRST DOWN, EIGHT TO GO...
Middies humbled, 49-15

Buffalo

next

The critics raved about last Fri-

Almost a hillside of white caps and uniforms, row upon
row of Navy midshipmen, silent, looked down on the field
last Saturday afternoon. The Navy band, the admirals, the
Congressmen, the alumni, and the fans started to file out,
still unbelieving.
Across the manicured gress of Navy Stadium, a different scene
a tumult of jumping, exulting BC fans under
the Annapolis scoreboard: VISITORS 49, NAVY 15.

day night's off-Broadway opener

?

in New York. Newly-discovered
Dennis Mason put his name in
lights and assured a good box
office sale when the show goes on
a road tour this weekend.
Well, Buffalo is in New York,
though anyone from Gotham can
tell you it's a heck of a distance
from Broadway. And there, acting
the role of the cool quarterback in
a 23-0 win over UMass, Mason,
playing the role for the University of Buffalo Bulls, BC's opponents at Alumni Stadium Saturday afternoon.
ÜBuffalo coach Doc Urich began rebuilding the Bulls three
years ago, when they were in a
mediocre position against moderate opponents. The schedule has
toughened, and so have the Bulls.
When they face BC Saturday,
the UB eleven should be at nearmidseason form. They've played
four games already, bowing at
lowa State but soundly beating
UMass and Kent State. The UMass game gave the Buffalo fans
a 23-0 performance to talk about,
and they hope to capitalize on
BC's still-elated "Spirit of Annapolis" to upset the Eagles.
Last season's Bulls came to
Alumni Stadium armed to the
teeth, with Mark Murtha at
quarterback and Mike Luzny at
linebacker leading the way to a
26-14 upset. Murtha is out for the
season, and Luzny is still recovering from an injury, but Buffalo's
team is far from extinct in the
East.
Mason threw thirteen completions in a row against UMass,
winding up 17-for-21 overall. Behind a large and aggressive offensive line, Mason can choose
receivers like Dick Ashley (split
end, school record-holder tor receptions) and Ken Rutkowski
(tailback, occasional leader in
number of receptions) or hand off
to runners Pat Patterson or Joe
Zelmanski.

Boston College football coach starting center. Two beautiful
planned his debut well, Egan blocks in the first half
and a conditioned, ready Eagles sprung loose halfback Jim Catone
team made it a smashing success. on long gainers. Tackle John FitzNot since 1924 had any team gerald?a veteran of last year's
scored 49 points on an Annapolis tough line play?was outstanding,
eleven. Not since 1928 had BC along with middle guard Kroner,
beaten Navy. Not for three long in applying the, heat to Navy's
years had a victory been so sweet McNallen.
for BC's football team.
Overall, the 49-15 victory was a
With senior quarterback Joe triumph of team effort and coMarzetti at the helm, the Eagles hesion. It represents the longexecuted a first half unlike any awaited result of many days and
see nin recent years for a BC months of work for the BC team.
eleven. Dave Bennett took a firstAs F. X. Shea, S. J. said late
quarter scissors play over left Saturday night, ".
today power
tackle, picked up Joe McDonald's has returned to Boston College."
block in the Navy secondary, and
Power, desire, and a lot of hard
raced 87 yards for a touchdown. work, are here. First down, eight
Bennett proved the most valto go.
uable back in the BC attack,
STATISTICS
scoring 3 touchdowns?one a 13-yard pass reception?and generBC
20 8 0 21?49
ating more ground yardage himNavy
7 0 0 B?ls
self than had the entire BC team A?23,302.
of '66 in their 2717 loss at AnnapBC NAVY
olis.
22
16
Marzetti maintained tremendous First Downs
Rushing Yards
307
203
eight
cool under fire, throwing
Passing Yards
170
119
SAILING AT ANNAPOLIS
Dave Bennett clears his blockers and
completions in ten passes and callleaps
Navy
Passes
10-13-1
6-23-3
into
the
end
Bennett's
3 touchodwns paced a 49-15
zone.
ing a superbly deceptive ground
Eagles win. Photo by Roger Pelissier, Sub Turri.
4-42 6-35
game. Barry Gallup, Jim Catone, Punts
and Bennett took advantage of
Marzetti's phenomenally accurate
passing to out-maneuver Navy's
secondary for scores.
While the game's only injury
tor BC was to cheerleader Jane
Egan (who dislocated her elbow
doing somersaults after BC's
By Jim Creamer
fourth TD), the defensive line poSports Staff
sitions hardest hit by preseason
injuries seemed more than adeThe Boston College Soccer team lost a to ugh home opener last Saturday to Tufts
quately filled Saturday.
Uinversity by the close margin of one point. The final score was 2-1.
Defensive ends Paul Cavanaugh
Tufts scored first, early in the
Left wing Alonso Villagas man had only played the first half as
and Dick Gill played exceptionally opening quarter. Don Foster, on uevered the ball to about 20 feet
we played the second."
well in the second half, while Dick a breakaway attempt, slipped past to the left of the goal. As the goalFriday, October 4, the soccer
Kroner and Jim McCool showed the fullbacks and kicked the ball ie made a grab for it, Villegas
team will oppose the University
they
that
had recovered from inpast charging goalie Gerry Batbooted a beautiful pass over his of Massachusetts at three p.m. at
juries enough to seal off any intista. This freak goal put the halfout-stretched hand.
the lower intramuralfield here on
side threat from Navy fullback backs unnecessarily on the defenJohn Carroll, the right inside, campus.
Tom Daley. At linebacker, Jim sive and they were forced to drop was waiting alone in the mouth of
King and Mondell Davis each back to protect their goal.
the goal. Carroll kneed the ball,
stole a Navy pass, shutting off
This also limited them in their coming in on the fly, directly bekey drives toward the BC goal attempts to bring the ball up to
tween the posts. It was the Eagles
line.
first and only point.
Navy passer Mike McNallen,
Although this show of skill derushed hard in the second period,
moralized the Tufts team, all
threw an interception to Eagle
Tufts had to do was hang on and
soph Gary Dancewicz, who
attempt to score on the chance of
pranced to Navy's 34. It was this
a break-away. BC ruled the field
play that set up BC's revenge for
for the rest of the period however,
the 2717 debacle of '66. Seven
but could not score. They wereplays after the interception, Benoutplaying Tufts but they couldn't
nett gathered in a 13-yard pass
outscore them.
over the middle for a touchdown.
Tufts fielded a team that before
Steve Kives' leaping end zone
Saturday had already played
catch added the two-point icing to
twice in official games. They tied
a 28-7 first half lead.
Clark University 44 and beat HarDancewicz, Jim Grace, and
vard 8-3. The experience they
Alonso Villages
Dave Thomas showed fine form in
gained in these two games was
the BC secondary. But it was John the forward line of Villages, Dagenough to get them past a shaky
gett, Carroll, Angelini and MarSalmon, operating with a diagnosand untried BC squad. By their
tic genius, who stopped Navy's tinez. BC's attack was held up next game the Eagles should have
long threats and came up to conuntil the fourth quarter as a conall their kinks ironed out.
sequence.
tain their ground game.
Chris Johnson, the Assistant
"
With an offensive line that listed
Soccer Coach, had this to say:
Early in the third period, Tufts
only one experienced starter from scored their second and last goal.
"Although Tufts had a better air
'67?80b Bouley?the BC coaches VanArsdale booted the ball to game because fo their size, our
have worked wonders. Center Okeyan, a Nigerian, on a corner ground passing was superior. It
John egan was probably the best kick and Okeyan knocked it in.
will be a different story next week HOW SWEET IT IS
to file out of Navy Stadium beneath that
offensive lineman on either team,
against UMass. It would have 49-15 scoreboard. Last time BC won at Annapolis was in 1928. Photo by
Then in the opening minutes of
though this was his first game at the final quarter, it was BC's turn.
?been a different story today if we Roger Pelissier, Sub Turri.
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Tufts defeats soccer Eagles, 2-1;
Carroll scores
Villegas? pass

on

?
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